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(Sakuntala Chatterjee Chanda)

From the MD's Desk
We welcome the new financial year with mounting hopes and aspirations for our industry. 
Alarmed over the likely fall in GDP growth to 5% in 2012-13, industry bodies have urged 
the government to implement urgent steps to revive growth attaching importance to restart 
investment demand in the economy.

According to Central Statistical Organisation (CSO) estimates based on 2012-13 April-
November data, GDP growth would decline from 6.2% in 2011-12 to 5% in 2012-13. 
Reserve Bank of India in its third quarter review of monetary policy had said that growth has 
decelerated significantly below trend through the last fiscal year and through this so far, and overall economic 
activity remains subdued. On the demand side, investment activity has been way below desired levels and 
consumption demand too has started to decelerate. Chandrajit Banerjee, Director General of Confederation of 
Indian Industry (CII) said that revival of growth momentum should be given top priority for which restarting 
investment demand is most vital. Quick time bound clearance should be given for 50 large projects and public 
sector should take a lead in moving forward new projects, he added. Among stimulus package suggested include cut 
in excise, service tax rates, implement Goods and Service tax (an elixir for reviving growth prospects), reduce 
Central Sales Tax from 2 to 1% and retain customs duty at 10%. 

With the hope that additional investments along with clearing of pending projects expedite, our March Issue 
focuses on topics from value added steel to technology for aluminum hot mill, nuclear power  and on water. Country 
focus is “Brazil- A Potential Superpower” in this issue, and we are happy to present an overview of Brazilian 
Mining Industry along with an interview from Hony. Consul of Consulate Brazil, Kolkata. We are happy to include 
interview of a young visional corporate leader Managing Director of Bevcon Wayors Private Limited. 

I once again urge our readers to send us your views on various industry aspects. We would like to receive some 
thviews on “Revival of Industrial Growth” from our readers by 25  April 2013 (email id: 

I wish our readers a very Happy Easter and a Colourful Holi with the hope that these colours reflect in our industrial 
augmentation very soon. 

March 29, 2013

info@steelscenario.com)
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Editorial
Budget 2013-14 and the Steel Industry

On February 28, Mr.P.Chidambaram, the Union Finance Minister presented the Indian Union budget for the financial year 
2013-14. The budget, which many had expected to be populist, in view of the general elections next year, has not turned 
out to be a please all budget, but it has nothing exceptional as well.
As usual, the finance minister has spoken a lot about reducing fiscal deficit, increasing the GDP and consolidation of the 
economy in general. Given the pace at which the government has been implementing its proposals in the immediate past, 
there is every doubt as to how far the budget proposals can be turned into reality.
Coming to the aspirations of the steel and metal sector, it has been a mixed bag. As I had mentioned in the previous 
editorial, there are certain issues that are contradictory in nature for the different sections of the industry.
The mining sector had expected a reduction in export duty on iron ore, but there has been no change in this. While this is 
negative for the iron ore exporters as exports may fall further, the steel manufacturers are happy as the domestic 
availability of the raw material at a reasonable price may increase. Similarly the imposition of 10% export duty on 
bauxite may help the domestic smelters, but the exporters of this raw material have not been pleased.
The sponge iron industry had solicited for increase in customs duty on sponge iron from 5% to 10%, but there is no change. 
This is a negative point for the already struggling domestic industry as sponge iron imports have surged in the last fiscal. 
The industry had also wished for levying 10% basic customs duty on steel melting scrap, this wish has also been turned 
down, resulting in the domestic DRI industry continuing to be threatened due to cheaper scrap imports, while this 
helps the electric arc furnaces access cheaper raw material.
The steel makers had called for a hike in import duty on finished steel, which has been overlooked in the budget. The 
domestic steel makers consider this as a threat to their market. However, the export duty of 7.5% on galvanized steel 
sheets has been totally removed, bringing some solace to the galvanized steel sheet exporters.
The Ferro Alloys sector had asked for removal of customs duty on inputs and listing of FeMn slag under free list instead of 
restricted list. Both have been turned down, and Ferro alloy makers importing Manganese ore and Chrome ore have been 
disappointed.
The pellet industry had solicited for zero import duty on machinery for iron ore beneficiation and pelletisation. There has 
been no change in import duty for these machinery, disheartening the sector.
The initiatives taken in the budget for the boost in infrastructure spending may result in increased steel demand. For the 
time being the steel sector has to remain happy with this. Another point which may bring a smile on the steel maker's 
face is the 15% allowance for investments above INR 1 billion, over and above normal depreciation. After all any 
investment in the steel sector is normally above INR 1 billion.
The budget over, now it is time for the industry to fend for itself.
I wish the industry a Happy New Fiscal Year. 

March 29,2013                                                                                              (Arunabha Nandan)                                                                                            
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is the same, there are distinctive 
differences regarding the roll and roll 
gap contour.

The actual contour of SmartCrown® 
The recent growth in Aluminium arbitrary roll shifting position, the work rolls can be adjusted by means of 
production draws particular attention resultant unloaded roll gap profile is the so-called contour angle.
to flatness and superior surface a l w a y s  c o s i n e - s h a p e d  f o r  

The unloaded roll gap contour quality. In this article two main SmartCrown® rolls, whereas it is 
corresponds to a certain portion of a technical aspects of Aluminium Hot parabolic for the alternative 
cosine curve around its vertex and the rolling are discussed. Variable Rolls. In the following 
position of the barrel edge is at the section, the alternative variable SmartCrown®
contour angle.crown roll will be termed as 

SmartCrown® utilizes lateral 
Parabolic Contour Roll. By fine-tuning this contour angle, the shifting of the work rolls to adjust the 
SmartCrown® vs. Parabolic transverse profile of the resultant roll roll gap contour to vary the crown 
Contour Roll gap can be adjusted such that quarter continuously. The principle is similar 

buckles can be avoidedto other commercially available Although the basic function principle 
variable crown mechanism. In this 
section, the superiority of the 
SmarCrown® will be explained 
briefly.

In SmartCrown®, work rolls are 
ground non-symmetrically and show 
a characteristic bottle-shape. The 
grind is exactly the same for the top 
and bottom roll, but they are installed 
in  a  d iametr ica l ly  opposi te  
arrangement.

While a SmartCrown® roll contour 
can be described as a sum of a 
sinusoidal and a linear function 
( S M A RT  =  S i n e  C o n t o u r ,  
Mathematically Adjusted and 
Reshaped by Tilting), the other 
alternative of Variable Crown rolls 
can be expressed mathematically by 
a third-order polynomial function. 
The coefficients of this function are 
chosen in such a way that, at an 

Stuart Leflay, Senior Key Expert for Aluminium Rolling, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technology 

Aluminium Hot Mill Technical Solutions
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The avoidance of quarter buckles parts are manufactured from Viton flow through the ISV. Each ISV 
is based on the fact that the local hence the valve is suitable for all valve has its own 24V DC driven 
thickness reduction in the quarter- aluminium rolling mill coolants up to solenoid mounted within each valve 

ob u c k l e  s e n s i t i v e  a r e a  i s  a maximum temperature of 75 C. body.
decreased, since the unloaded roll 
gap height is somewhat larger in 
this region.

The relationship between work roll 
shift and equivalent work roll 
crown is linear therefore; setting 
target profile can be performed 
both conveniently and accurately 
with either system.

The ISV spray valve is ideally suited 
to aluminum hot strip mills because 
unlike other solenoid valves it is fail 
safe in operation, i.e. coolant on.

Hot Planicim Roll

As strip gauges go below 2 mm and 
widths increase above 2.2 m the 
requirement for shape measurement 
and control on aluminium hot 
tandem mills will be beneficial.

Siemens Hot Planicim Roll has a thin 
steel shell and uses position 
transducers to measure the deflection 
of the shell and hence calculate the 
strip tension distribution across the 

ISV Spraybars Each ISV supplies coolant via a 
strip width.

nozzle plate to the mill rolls. On hot aluminium finishing mills Cooling sprays within an enclosure 
Compressed air applied via the work roll cooling spray patterns are are used to maintain acceptable 
electrical solenoid deflects the used in the mill set-up and working temperature of the roll and 
diaphragm blocking the coolant flow dynamically to influence the work bearing assembly.

roll thermal camber for profile through the valve. When this air 
Siemens currently has two working 

control. Work roll cooling sprays pressure is vented the diaphragm 
hot aluminium references

are also used on the final stand / pass relaxes and again allows coolant to 
to control strip manifest shape (1/4 
buckles). This is achieved by pulse 
width modulation of the coolant by 
integral solenoid valves in narrow 
zones across the strip width.

The ISV spray bar is manufactured 
from fabricated stainless steel 
section. The front chamber carries 
the coolant medium, while the rear 
chamber carries the electrical 
connections and compressed air.

The ISV spray valve is manufactured 
from stainless steel and all elastomeric 

Instrumented bearings for tension measurement

Non Contact Transmitter

Up to 80 sensing areas
for stress distribution  measurement
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Resin, Solvent and Additive as 
constituents decide its various 
properties. For example inorganic 
pigment results in dull colour, high 
UV and chemical resistance as 
opposed to the bright colours and 

Pre-painted steel for Roofing / on cleaned metallic coated steel less UV resistant of organic 
Walling Construction surface. pigments. UV resistance also means 
Painted steel sheets are generally Primer enables paint adhesion and that colour fading will take place at a 
referred to as colour coated sheets. increases paint durability of the much lower rate. Other constituents 
These color coated sheets used paint coat.  Different primers along with the painting technology 
particularly for roofing and walling, perform differently with respect to effects the performance of painted 
are profiled /shaped using pre- the delamination (removal of paint steel with respect to chipping, 
painted steel strip mostly. Initially, film). A UV resistant primer can be cracking, peeling, resistance to 
the pre-painted steel or colour used to overcome the delamination impact from hail, etc.  
coated sheets from different or same problem. Polyester & Polyurethane Pigment decides the colour, visual 
manufacturer may look same based p r i m e r s  h a v e  U V  r e s i s t a n t  o p a c i t y  ( h i d e  t h e  s u r f a c e  
on the colour. However, the long properties. In addition, there are underneath) of the paint. It provides 
term performance will  differ  special corrosion inhibitive primers UV absorption/protection, anti-
depending on the paint constituents, to enhance corrosion protection corrosion, hardness / flexibility to 
metallic coating beneath and the further. the paint system. Inorganic pigments 
process control. Therefore, there The paint coats for the two are mostly metal oxides which are 
should be a conscious consideration surfaces of the strip are different chemically inert and have good 
before mixing different pre-painted because of the difference in durability. Organic pigments can 
materials. Use of touch up paint performance required. However, give bright colour shades with high 
should also be avoided for similar the paint coats for both surfaces tint strength but are generally poor 
reasons. could be same. Such pre-painted in UV resistance. Titanium Dioxide 
Pre-painted steel Paint System steel is called double sided. The (TiO2) is the most commonly used 

surface to be exposed to weathering white pigment, however, Zinc Oxide The pre-painted steel has substrate, 
is referred to as top coat and other and Lithopone also have some conversion coating, primer and paint 
side as backer coat. Top coat usages. For other colours, pigment coats on both the surfaces. The 
provides aesthetics, protection of can be simple inorganic compounds, substrate i.e. metallic coated steel 
substrate and thermal efficiency. e.g. red iron oxide to complex coil is processed on a continuous 
Backer coat is a colour given to organic one. To check pigment type paint line to get the pre-painted steel 
reverse side. It protects substrate (organic or inorganic) used, one coil. Conversion coating, primer and 
and plays an important role in would get substantial change in paint coats on both the surfaces are 
adhesion to insulation. We all know color or a paint film with organic applied during processing at paint 
that paint not only improves the film after exposure to heat at 500 line. For best performance during 
aesthetics of an object but also deg.C for just 30 minute. Change in usage of color coated steel, there 
provides surface protection to the color of paint film with Inorganic n e e d s  t o  b e  s y n e r g y  a n d  
said object. It has a role to play in pigments, will be much lower. This compatibility among different 
thermal efficiency of the product as a lso  confi rms that  inorganic  components of the paint system and 
w e l l .  A  w i d e  v a r i e t y  o f  pigments have higher UV resistance the substrate.
considerations decide the type of and color change will be much Conversion coating prepares the 
paint to be used. Each of the slower as compared to organic metallic surface for painting by 
constituent must be chosen very pigment.giving it a matt finish and enhances 
ca re fu l ly  fo r  the  f ina l  f i lm Resin is also known as the binder corrosion protection. The coating is 
performance and the resulting cost. b e c a u s e  i t  b i n d s  t h e  o t h e r  normally Phosphate or Chromate, 
The choice of the most suitable paint constituents together and to the which is very thin to measure 
system is determined by its usage surface to be painted. It also serves individually. Process for conversion 
a n d  e x p e c t e d  p e r f o r m a n c e ,  as a grinding media for the pigments c o a t i n g  i s  r e f e r r e d  a s  p r e -
particularly of the top coat. Pigment, and is the source of adhesion, treatment/chemical coater applied 

Prepainted Al-Zn Coated Steel in Roofing/ 
Walling Applications

Rajesh Maheshwari, Head – Technical, Tatabluescope
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flexibility (suitability for roll- the paint to get dry. A mixture of DFT. For the primer, low DFT could 
forming, hardness), resistance to resin and solvent is called the result in premature corrosion or poor 
damage, UV resistance (minimise “vehicle” for the pigment. This is the adhesion. For the topcoat, low DFT 
chalking and erosion), humidity volatile component of the paint. could result in premature failure due 
resistance, etc. On its own, it gives a Thinners are chosen particularly for to weathering. High DFT is also a 
clear film. It is the major part of the their solvency and evaporation rate.  problem, as it will make the product 
paint and is normally a polymer. Commonly a blend of solvents is unduly cost ly.  Typical ly,  for  
Therefore paint is referred as used.  Water is also used as solvent building products DFT of primer + 
organic coating irrespective of an and is  environment  fr iendly.  top coat is ~25 micron and primer + 
organic or inorganic pigment. However, it is slow in evaporation backer coat is ~10 micron.

especially in humid atmospheres.Various types of resins are used for Kindly note that while the thickness 
the paint to deliver final properties Additives are also used in most of metallic coated substrate is 
required. The choices available paints for special purposes. These termed as TCT, i.e. total coated 
include Acrylic, Alkyd, Epoxy, are used in little quantities for thickness (steel + metallic coating), 
Plastisol, Polyester (PE), Poly f low/prevent ion  sagging  and  the thickness of painted steel is 
Vinyl idene Fluoride (PVDF),  drying/prevention of skinning inside called TPT, i.e. total painted 
Po lyu re thane  (PU) ,  S i l i cone  the container  etc . .  Addit ives thickness (steel + metallic coating + 
Modified Polyester (SMP), etc. improve the paint's characteristics paint film).

before/during/after application. Plastisol coats are usually much Colour:  Colour  matching to  
There is also a special additive that thicker than other type of coatings. standard / required colour is 
provides antibacterial property to Polyester (PE), Poly Vinylidene important at the time of production 
the paint. This paint system finds Fluoride (PVDF) and Silicone 

of pre-painted steel. However, 
Modified Polyester (SMP) are the good usage in food, pharmaceutical 

assessment of long term colour 
most used resins for pre-painted and medical industries. 

p e r f o r m a n c e  i s  o f  g r e a t e r  
steel. PVDF paint system with ~70% Testing of pre-painted steel importance. All coloured materials 
PVDF resin is considered as best 

The life of the paint depends on will undergo changes in colour when 
w.r.t. paint durability parameters of 

quality and constituents of the paint exposed to UV light. The extent of resistance to fading, chalking, 
system used. Top coat being the colour change is influenced by change in gloss. SMP is losing 
performing surface is subjected to factors such as colour chosen, paint popularity due to its high cost and 
maximum tests.  The various system, design of the structure and absence of additional benefits over 
parameters relevant to paint coats the environment. Dark colours are high quality polyester. Cheaper 
are Dry Film Thickness, Colour inherently prone to more noticeable alternate of SMP in the name of SMP 
Performance, Gloss, Film Hardness, colour change than light shade 30 grade are not  considered as 
Adhesion & Flexibility, Durability, colours. Lab tests and also outdoor s t a n d a r d  S M P w i t h  3 0 - 5 0 %  
Corrosion Resistance, etc. There are exposure are performed to check the Silicone. SMPs are hydrolytically 
number of tests which are performed same. PVDF paint system gives unstable and tend to lose gloss and 
to check compliance against specific excellent colour retention properties become  ve ry  so f t  i n  humid  
requirements. Some tests are quick even for dark colours. conditions. In Polyesters there is 
and can be performed on batch to “Regular Modified Polyester” and Gloss: It is also referred to as 
batch basis, while other tests take “Super Polyester/Super Durable specular gloss. It is the luster or 
long time to complete and cannot be Polyester (SDP)” with varieties shininess or reflecting property of 
done batch to batch. within. A good SDP outperforms the painted surface. Consistency in 

standard/original SMP on cost front gloss is important to provide a Dry Film Thickness (DFT): It is the 
also. uniform appearance. Complete total thickness of the paint system 

job/project may be made up of (primer & paint) for single surface. Solvent is used to dissolve or 
s e v e r a l  d i f f e r e n t  p a i n t e d  Having the right dry film thickness suspend the binder and give paint the 
components. If the gloss is not is critical for the long term correct consistency (viscosity) for 
consistent within and across various performance of the paint film. easy application by brush, roller, 
components, its appearance may D i f f e r e n t  p a i n t  s y s t e m  a n d  spray dipping or other method.  It 
suffer.application shall require different evaporates after application to allow 
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Film Hardness: Pencil hardness Handling, Storage and Care Conclusions
test is a quick and inexpensive test Pre-painted steel is finished material Pre-painted steel has various 
method to check the film hardness and requires care during handling and constituents, and there are numerous 
and adhesion. Higher the hardness, storage. Following are some critical options available of each constituent. 
higher is the scratch resistance. points that need to be considered to A paint system performs best when 
Test result is also indication of the enjoy full life of the product. there is synergy between these 
p a i n t  c u r e .  H o w e v e r ,  f o r  

different constituents. The selected Ÿ Store material clear off the subjectivity involved and non-
constituents should also be suitable ground and protect from rain and standard test items, the use of this 
for the application and environment moisture prior to installation method is suggested for production 
the pre-painted steel will be exposed s h o p  o n l y  a n d  n o t  p r o d u c t  Ÿ Always use fasteners which have 
to. Although two different pre-certification. carbon-black-free washers, with 
painted steel options may look alike durability equal to the pre-Adhesion and Flexibility: One of to begin with, their performance quite painted material being used the key advantages of pre-painted likely to differ over a period of time 

steel is that it can be formed after Ÿ Avoid non-compatible material d e p e n d i n g  u p o n  t h e  c h o s e n  
painting. So it is important to make and liquids as the same can cause constituents, the process adopted as 
sure that the paint will not get corrosion well as the quality controls during 
damaged or removed during further Ÿ Debris from cutting, piercing and p a i n t i n g .  Va r i o u s  t e s t s  a n d  
p r o c e s s i n g .  A d h e s i o n  a n d  screwing should be removed at parameters are available to assess 
f l e x i b i l i t y  a r e  t h e  r e l e v a n t  the end of each day and should likely performance of a paint system. 
parameters for loss of adhesion or not be left on the roof or in the 

We should be concerned about the c rack ing  o f  t he  pa in t  f i lm ,  gutters
beautiful nature we live in and act respectively when coated steel is 

Ÿ To avoid handling damages, at towards it. We should be using bent T-bend, Impact,  Scratch 
times pre-painted steel is products that are friendly to our Resistance, Cupping, Pull-off tests 
supplied with strippable film. mother nature. The local flora should are conducted to check the various 
Such films should not be left on not be disturbed. The material used aspects of adhesion, of which T-
the installed article as UV should be recyclable. For these bend and Reverse Impact tests are 
radiation can degrade the film reasons, use of light colour pre-more popular. Factors that can 
and make it very difficult to be painted steel with lead-free coating is affect adhesion and flexibility 
removed at a later date. This film recommended for usage in building include paint formulation, film 
adds to the cost of pre-painted components ,  i .e .  r o o f ,  w a l l ,  thickness, cure temperature, etc. 
material and is not environment rainwater goods etc.Corrosion Resistance: Salt Spray friendly. 

test is most commonly employed to 
Environment Friendlyassess the corrosion resistance. But 
Coated steel is environment friendly it is not simulation of actual 
as it displays all 3 attributes of condition because in real life this 

situation of continuous salt spray recycle, reuse and reduce. Further, it 
does not exist. Q-fog lab test is a is recommended that we use lighter 
better  choice.  Q-Fog Testing coloured building materials for better 
involves harsh combination of reflectivity and save energy which 
condensation and drying cycles, to will result in lower greenhouse gas 
better simulate real world wet-dry emission and ozone depletion. Be it 
weather  pat terns  wi th  added top coat or backer coat, light shade 
exposure to marine salts.  colours offer better energy efficiency. 

Another aspect of environment Laboratory test results are difficult 
friendliness is possible usage of run-to  t rans la te  in to  rea l  wor ld  
off water. The run-off water can be performance. Outdoor exposure in 
considered suitable for harvesting if it actual environment is the best. 
is free of heavy metal (usually picked Laboratory tests are more useful for 
from paint). Option of “Lead free” product performance comparisons 
paints is available for same. under the same test conditions. 
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innovation, wherein we can treat 

the highly contaminated degreasing 

booth in a continuous annealing line 

in cold rolling mill and translate 

otherwise unmanageable CODs The New Industrial policy opened recycling. In a business where the 
into valuable alkali and surfactants, up the Indian iron and steel industry growth is enormous and the product 

for private investment by (a) pricing is very competitive, our ready to recycle and reuse right 
removing it from the list of solutions aim to reduce the input back to degreasing booth. The pilot 
industries reserved for public sector costs, with greater use of recycled study results of this technology are 
a n d  ( b )  e x e m p t i n g  i t  f r o m  water.

shown in Table 1. Our unit brings in 
compulsory licensing. In addition, Recycling is one element, but additional benefits as listed;industries using groundwater as recovery of valuable chemicals 

1. Caustic and surfactants are their source of raw water supply 
from process line is also of have caused severe overdraft of recovered and reused
immense importance. One such groundwater aquifers, reducing their 2. Reduces  consumpt ion  o f  
important process in steel industry recharging capacity and resulting in 

expensive chemicals
is continuous annealing line in cold lowering groundwater tables. In 

3. No acid cracking to manage many coastal areas, groundwater rolling mills, which generates 
oil emulsionsoverdraft has resulted in seawater wastewater with alkali and high 

intrusion deteriorating the quality of 4. Reduces significant load on CODs which poses challenges for 
g r o u n d w a t e r  a n d  m a k i n g  i t  your ETP by cutting out most downstream biological system in 
unsuitable for beneficial use. COD and Oil/greasewastewater management. This 
Water's ever-growing importance in creates operational issues and 5. Dissolved Air  Floatat ion,  
the industrial manufacturing arena 

severe difficulty in managing waste t i l ted plate  interceptor,  has been demonstrated by an 
water to designed discharge norms. corrugated plate interceptor increasing concern regarding the 
Adds stress to the plant operation in in upstream are completely sufficiency of both its quantity and 
d e l a y i n g  b a t c h  c h a n g e  a n d  eliminatedquali ty for  use in industr ial  

applications. Diminishing quality contaminated booth results in poor 6. No need to reduce the effluent 
water supplies, increasing water product finish. temperature
p u r c h a s e  c o s t s ,  a n d  s t r i c t  

Dosh ion  came  up  wi th  t he  7.  Most compact systemenvironmental effluent standards are 
forcing industries to target increased 
water-efficiency and recycle/reuse 
water.

The art of metal creation from ore is 
the finest example of application of 
science. The solid liquid separation 
techniques adopted by process users 
today aims at an optimum use of 
water with maximum in-plant 
recycle. The need is genuine; and in 
today's world, where almost all 
metal producers have ambitious 
expansion plans, water has become 
a precious commodity and the 
epicenter of their growth plans.

Doshion has been a silent partner all 
these years, and now has innovative 
solutions to support the industry's 
ques t  t o  max imize  in -p lan t  

A “Powerful” journey from Waste to Wealth
Neha Sharma, Assistant Manager - Technology, 
Doshion Veolia Water Solutions.
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Pilot study results at Indian facility This unit has been engineered to suit runoff water
Table 1 : Performance of Re-CAL at individual preference of continuous o High pH Recovery of waste water 
an India Facility annealing line operator and can be by employing OPUS and ZLD 

integrated into existing system as systems
either a “kidney loop process” or a 

With world best technologies, more conventional “Batch operation” 
experience and know how Doshion in isolation of the current Continuous 
can facilitate water recycling in steel Annealing Line operation practices.
industry. With new technologies With Doshion, Water recycling and 
today per unit water use in the steel reuse has far reaching benefits in 
industry is less than half of what it i n d u s t r i e s  b e y o n d  t h e  m e r e  
was 20 years ago (GLC 1996). More requirement of complying with the 
than 95% of the water used for effluent discharge permits, as follows:
steelmaking is recycled within the 

o Recycle of Coke Oven Effluents 
plant, and often the recycled water 

back to the process use “is returned to the source even 
o Recovery and Recycle of  alkali cleaner than it was before”. With 

from CRM and recycle of water most of the industry poised for 
for process use growth with ambition to use 

minimal freshwater, the technology o Recycle of Mill scale filtration 
of today need to be adapted in new water
p r o j e c t s  f o r  s u s t a i n a b l e  * Includes surfactants o Ballasted flocculation for removal 
development and growth.+ Indicative data of TOCs and color from coal pile 

Aspect        Feed           Product

TSS        13,107 ppm      < 10 ppm

COD      1,00,000 ppm    < 13,000 

ppm*

O&G       19,000 ppm      < 1,500 
ppm*

Iron          989 ppm          < 5 ppm

Turbidity       TMC          < 10 NTU
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Brazilian government increased and 
the congress nationalized the iron ore 
reserves and the railway company was 
divided into two other companies: 
Companhia Brasileira de Mineração 

Development of the Brazilian iron agreement to start the implementation and Itabira Mineração. In July 1940, 
ore industry of the railway and in 1910 the Itabira Mineração boarded, by first 

Brazilian Hematite Syndicate acquired time, 5750 tons of iron ore at Vitoria`s Brazil has one of the biggest iron ore 
control of the Company Estrada de Harbor to Baltimore, USA. Two years industries in the world. The materials 
Ferro Vitoria a Minas. In 1911 the later, in March 1942, Brazil, England commercialized from its mines are 
company was reorganized in England and United States signed the well known as high quality standards 
as Itabira Iron Ore Company. However Washington Accord, laying the at global basis and supply most of the 
till 1939 there were no significant groundwork for an iron ore producer main players in the steel industry 
p r o g r e s s e s  o n  t h e  r a i l w a y  and exporter in the country. England worldwide. However the current ore 
developments. Along this period the bought and transferred to the Brazilian produced in Brazil has already 
project concession was granted to a government the Itabira Mineração and changed considerably from the ones 
group of North American investors due the railway Vitória-Minas, and the produced along the first decades when 
to the failure of the British to move United States financed machinery and the Brazilian industry started to gain 
forward on it. The main problem equipment. By this agreement, in 1942 share as main supplier for the steel 
behind it was the efforts by the was founded the Companhia Vale do market in Europe and Asia.
Brazilian government to develop a Rio Doce (CVRD).While iron ore production was moving national steel industry and forcing 

fast in the USA and Europe along the At the same period other mining foreign companies to invest in the 
industrial revolution, the Brazilian companies like CAEMI and Samitri domestic steel production in order to 
iron ore production just started around were developed in the Iron Quadrangle get access to the iron ore reserves. 
the middle of the nineteenth century. growing together with CVRD and Only few steel companies invested in 
Local mines would provide iron ore for became relevant iron ore exporters in Brazil by that time but all of them 
small iron casting units and production the years ahead. However Brazilian placed their plants in the country, 
was mainly concentrated in Minas iron ore exports were not much closer to the mines.
Gerais state (same region that later was relevant till the 70`s when the Japanese 

By 1939, the global steel demand was designated asIron Quadrangle steel industry became one of the 
increasing fast due to the demand from becoming the largest iron ore producer biggest in the world and completely 
the  Second Wor ld  War.  The  region in Brazil). relied on seaborne iron ore imports and 
international pressures over the part of the domestic iron ore reservesThe itabirite deposits became 

internationally known in the beginning 
of the twentieth century; however 
there was no logistic infrastructure to 
bring the ore to the shore and also to 
export it. In 1908 a group of British 
investors sought to discuss assuming a 
railroad interest that would connect the 
mines region to the coast, transporting 
iron ore from the region of Itabira for 
export through the city of Vitoria in 
Espirito Santo state (where Vale`s 
Tubarão port is now based). After 
several negotiations with the Federal 
government and changes on the 
railway project to better serve the 
Itabira region (that was under internal 
discussion but to attend other 
proposals) the investors got an 

Overview of the Brazilian Mining Industry

Virgílio Costante Gaggiato - Samarco
Antonio Eduardo Clark Peres - UFMG

Vitória – Minas Railway Source: Vale
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in Europe were being replaced by The new administration of CVRD set, state. Those three companies also 
seaborne iron ore. By that decade among its new strategies to grow by dominate the iron ore exports from the 
CVRD would already built its Tubarão acquiring its peers in Brazil. At that time country. However new players are 

those players were with low market terminal, increasing considerably the delivering small volumes already, such 
value and with owners intending to export capacity and inaugurated its first as MMX and Ferrous Resources that are 
divest. This movement from CVRD pelletizing plant. Also on that period operating mines in the Iron Quadrangle, 
was also seeing from relevant players in geological prospection indicated the feeding the domestic pig iron and steel 
other regions. Among the several huge potential that the Carajás region industry and also exporting small shares 
acquisitions took by CVRD, the most had to develop iron ore production. of production according to the 
relevant were Socoimex (lump and availability of logistic channels Along that decade the system applied to 
fines producer), Samitri (lump and fines (railways and ports from third parts). settle prices in the European market and 
producer) in the year 2000. 50% of Both companies are investing in logistic the Asian market evolves and merging 
Samarco (pellet feed and pellet solutions to increase their export some characteristics from each other it 
producer) in the same year, Ferteco capacity. Besides that, Anglo American was developed the benchmark system to 
(fines and pellet producer) in 2001 and and Cliffs developed an iron ore mine settle reference prices for the global iron 
Caemi, acquiring its control by 2003. further in the north of the country that ore industry based on agreements 
Most of those companies belonged to has its own logistic infrastructure and between large players from the mine 
European or Japanese enterprises export its 4 Mt capacity. This operation side (Brazil and Australia) and from the 
involved in the steel business and with was just sold to Zamin Ferrous, earlier steel side (Europe and Japan). CVRD those acquisitions CVRD took control this year. Besides that, all the main steel and other Brazilian mines took a of all the other main suppliers in Brazil, producers in the country also invested in relevant role on those negotiations since having also secured control of most of iron ore mines recently, such as Arcelor its beginning. the logistic infrastructure to export iron Mittal, Gerdau and Usiminas and in the 

The surging of new iron ore mining ore from the country. At that point the case of the last two, they are already 
companies in Brazil along the decades Brazilian iron ore exports were mainly exporting small tonnages of iron ore.
was also sponsored by foreign steel dominated by CVRD, (that later 

The main constraint for increasing companies that were keen to secure changed its name to Vale), having 
exports from these additional captive supply and control their entire around 90% of the market share, with 
production is the country`s logistic production cost chain. Several Japanese small players producing iron ore 
limitation to transport and export iron and European companies were among domestically to supply part of the local 
ore. To curb that, MMX has started the investors in the Brazilian iron ore pig iron industry.
investing heavily in two iron ore industry in that period with minor Current and future trends of the terminals that will serve also other new participation or in some cases acquiring Brazilian iron ore industry players. Gerdau and Usiminas are the entire control of the mining 

However, with the increasing overseas studying to develop their own terminal companies. However due to the 
iron ore demand due to the Chinese or use MMX area. Anglo American, economic crisis started with the 

Ferrous Resources and other new economic growth, international iron ore international oil crisis in the end of the 
players are studying the development of prices increased at strong pace and the 70`s, followed by the reduction of the 
pipelines or new railways to solve the iron ore industry became attractive industrial activity till the beginning of 
transport issue for their new capacities. again. Most of the steel plants based in the new millennium, iron ore prices 
They are also planning to build their Brazil started to invest in captive went through a long period of low 
own terminals. However the costs production and even export its excess fluctuation. There was over supply in 
involved in infrastructure expenditures iron ore capacity. Several other the world market due to the strong 
are high and this has delayed some investors started to search for iron ore investments in mining capacity from 
projects. business possibilities in the country and steel producers in the previous years and 

there are now several projects Another constraint that several projects the main concern from the steel industry 
underway. are facing is related to environmental was reducing production costs and 

regulation, such as getting licenses to improving its process. On this trend the At this moment the main producers are 
water access, dump deposits, dredging iron ore industry was pushed aside with Vale, (still way ahead of others) with its 
permissions on the coast and several many mills diverting their investments on two main sites; in Southeast part of 
others are increasing the projects costs the sector. The Brazilian government Brazil (Iron Quadrangle) and Carajás in 
and timeline to conclusion. Due to the followed the trend and decided to privatize the North, CSN and Samarco, both with 

CVRD, process concluded in 1997. production sites in the Minas Gerais increasing number of projects in the 
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country, workforce is also becoming decrease in additional volumes and 
scarce and expensive, giving further quality of sinter feed at global basis.
pressure on total capex of the Irrespectively of the final destination of 
projects. the iron ore exports, Brazil shall remain 

dividing with Australia the role of main 
supplier of the global steel industry way 
ahead of other countries.
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Anglo American (Anglo Ferrous Brazil) Minas-Rio Phase 1 Pellet feed 26.5 2014

Anglo American (Anglo Ferrous Brazil) Minas-Rio Phase 2 Pellet feed 50.0 2017

ArcelorMittal Serra Azul expansion Lump and concentrate 10.0 2014

BEMISA Planalto Piauí Pellet Feed 10 2016

BEMISA Baratinha Project Lump and sinter feed 2

Cabral Resources Cabral tenements Concentrate 4-10 2015

Centaurus Metals Itambé Haematite (sinter) 1 2014

Centaurus Metals Passabem Haematite (sinter) 1 2014

Centaurus Metals Jambreiro Haematite (sinter) 2 2014

Centaurus Metals Serra do Lontra Haematite 1 to 2 2014

Crusader Resources Posse phase 1 Haematite lump and fines 0.3 2014

Crusader Resources Posse phase 2 Haematite lump and fines 0.6 2017

CSN Casa de Pedra expansion Lump and Fines 29 2014

CSN Namisa Pellet 16.6 2016+

CSN Pires/Fernandinho Pellet feed 20 2016+

Ferrous Resources Viga Norte Pellet Feed 9 2018

Ferrous Resources Serrinha Pellet Feed 10 2016

Ferrous Resources Jacuipe Lump and Fines 15 2014

Ferrous Resources Santanese Pellet Feed 10 2014+

Manabi Manabi 1 Fines 15 2018

MHAG Rio Grande do Norte Pellet feed 16 2015+

MMX Bom Sucesso Pellet feed 10 2015

MMX/Usiminas Pau de Vinho Fines 8 NA

MMX Serra Azul expansion Concentrate 15 2014

Samarco P4P Pellet 8.3 Q1 2014

Talon Metals Corp Trairao Iron Project NA NA NA

Vale Tubarão VIII Pellet 7.5 2013

Vale Carajás (130) Lump and Fines 40 2014

Vale Carajás Serra Sul (greenfield) Beneficiated lump and fines 90 H2 2016

Vale Apolo Lump and Fines 24 2014

Vale Conceição Itabiritos Concentrates 12 2014

Vale Vargem Grande Itabiritos Concentrates 10 H1 2014

Source: CRU Iron Ore Market Service

Company                  Project                Product               Cap. Mt  Year

According to the recent announcements 
the main iron ore capacity additions 
would follow the timeline described on 
the table below:

Source: CRU Iron Ore Market Service
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first time by a nuclear reactor on 
December 20, 1951, at Arco, Idaho, 
which initially produced about 100 
kW. Work was also continued for 
nuclear-powered submarine in the 
USA and first nuclear submarine 

Prelude working on criticality of fissioning USS Nautilus was developed by 
With the discovery of neutron in 1932 nuclear mass) and LeoSzilárd 1953. 
by British Physicist Sir James (worked with Albert Einstein on 

On June 27, 1954, the USSR's Chadwick, the concept of nuclear refrigeration without electricity), 
Obninsk Nuclear Power Plant energy came true. A slow neutron can had both immigrated to the United 
became the world's first nuclear start the chain nuclear fission reaction States and this led to the creation of 
power plant to generate electricity when reacts with heavy neutron rich the first man-made reactor, known 
for a power grid and produced nucleus like Uranium-235 releasing as Chicago Pile-1. This work 
around 5 MW of electric power.immense amount of energy. This became  pa r t  o f  t he  f amous  
In the preliminary stage, the policy energy can be used for producing heat Manhattan Project, which made 
makers thought and believed that the and electrical energy. enriched Uranium and built large 
nuclear power would be “too cheap reactors to breed Plutonium for use Nuclear energy can be released in two 
to metre”. But later on it was found in the first Nuclear weapons, which ways:nuclear fusion and nuclear 
with significant disappointmentthe were later on used on the Japanese fission. Nuclear fusion - a source of 
new nuclear plants did not provide cities Hiroshima and Nagasaki, a clean energy - is the combining of two 
energy "too cheap to meter."d e m o n s t r a t i o n  o f p o w e r  o f  light atoms into one and nuclear fission 

destruction. The knowledge of the The world's first  commercial is the splitting of an atom. Both ways 
scientists and policy makers were nuclear power station of Calder Hall  make big amounts of energy. They 
enriched by the power of the nuclear at Windscale, England, was opened sometimes take place in nature. Fusion 
fission. They realized that the use of in 1956 with an initial capacity of 50 is the source of heat in the sun. Fission 
this depends solely on the users. The MW, later on it wasupgraded to 200 is also used in nuclear power plants to 
question then raised - will it be used MW. The first commercial nuclear make electricity. Both fusion and 
for good or to be for threatening the generator to become operational in fission can be used in nuclear weapons.
o the r  coun t r i e s  and  fo r  the  the United States was the Shipping On Earth, it is very hard to start nuclear 
destruction?  port Reactor in December 1957.fusion reactions that release more 
After World War II, the prospects of One of the first organizations to energy than is needed to start the 

develop nuclear power was the US using "atomic energy" for good, reaction. The only successful approach 
Navy for the purpose of propelling rather than simply for war, were so far has been in nuclear weapons. 
submarines and aircraft carriers. The greatly advocated as a reason not to 
first nuclear-powered submarine, keep all nuclear research controlled 
USS Nautilus was put to sea in by military organizations. However, 
December 1954.most scientists agreed that civilian 

nuclear power would take at least a Energy Production
decade to master, and the fact that 

As conventional thermal power 
nuclear reactors also produced stations generate electricity by 

The hydrogen bomb uses an atomic weapons-usable plutonium created a h a r n e s s i n g  t h e  t h e r m a l  
(fission) bomb in order to start situation in which some national energyreleased from burning fossil 
fusion reactions. For over 50 years, governments (the United States, the fuels, nuclear power plants convert 
scientists and engineers have been United Kingdom, Canada, and the the energy released from the nucleus 
trying to find a safe and working USSR) kept reactor research under of an atom via nuclear fission that 
way of controlling and containing strict government control and takes place in a nuclear reactor. The 
fusion reactions that can generate classification. heat is removed from the reactor core 
electricity. They still have many Research work was carried on by by a cooling system that uses the heat 
challenges to overcome before it can these countries over the course of to generate steam, which drives a 
be used as a clean source of energy. the late 1940s and early 1950s. steam turbine connectedtoa generator 
Enrico Fermi (one of the pioneer of Electricity was generated for the producing electricity. 

Nuclear Power – An Overview

Dr. Jyotsna Chatterjee, Chairperson, Spark Steel & Economy Research Centre (P) Ltd.
Former Professor, Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics, Kolkata
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Uranium is usually used as fuel for Breeder technology has been used in In 1960, nuclear energy capacity was 
nuclear reactor. Uranium is a fairly several reactors, but the high cost of less than 1 GW (Giga Watt). It then 
common element in the Earth's crust reprocessing fuel safely requires rose quickly from 1GW in 1960 to 
and is as common as tin or uranium prices of more than 200 100 GW in the late 1970s, and 300 
germanium and is about 40 times US$/kg. As of December 2005, the GW in the late 1980s. From late 
more common than silver. Uranium is only breeder reactor producing power 1980s, worldwide capacity has risen 
a constituent of most rocks, dirt, and is BN-600 in Beloyarsk, Russia. The much more slowly, reaching 366 GW 
of the oceans. The mining of uranium electricity output of BN-600 is 600 in 2005. Between around 1970 and 
is only economically feasible where MW — Russia has planned to build 1990, more than 50 GW of capacity 
there is a large concentration. Still, another unit, BN-800, at Beloyarsk was under construction (peaking at 
the world's present measured nuclear power plant. Also, Japan's over 150 GW in the late 70s and early 
resources of uranium, economically Monju reactor is planned for restart 80s) - in 2005, around 25 GW of new 
recoverable at a price of 130 US$/kg, (having been shut down since 1995), capacity was planned. More than 
are enough to last for "at least a and both China and India intend to two-thirds of all nuclear plants 
century" by some estimates. This build breeder reactors. ordered after January 1970 were 
represents a higher level of assured eventually cancelled. A total of 63 Another alternative would be to use 
resources than is normal for most nuclear units were canceled in the uranium-233 bred from thorium as 
minerals. The cost of nuclear power USA between 1975 and 1980.fission fuel in the thorium fuel cycle. 
lies for the most part in the Thorium is about 3.5 times more During the 1970s and 1980s rising 
construction of the power station. common than uranium in the economic costs (related to extended 
Therefore the fuel's contribution to Earth's crust, and has different construction times largely due to 
the overall cost of the electricity geographic characteristics. This regulatory changes and pressure-
produced is relatively small, so even a would extend the total practical group litigation)and falling fossil fuel 
large fuel price escalation will have fissionable resource base by prices made nuclear power plants 

238relatively little effect on final price. then under  construct ion less  450%.Unlike the breeding of U 
For instance, typically a doubling of attractive. In the 1980s (U.S.) and into plutonium, fast breeder 
the uranium market price would 1990s (Europe), flat load growth and reactors are not necessary — it can 
increase the fuel cost for a light water electricity liberalization also made be performed satisfactorily in more 
reactor by 26% and the electricity the addition of large new base load conventional plants. India has 
cost about 7%, whereas doubling the capacity unattractive.looked into this technology, as it has 
price of natural gas would typically abundant thorium reserves but little Before 1973, France and Japan, which add 70% to the price of electricity uranium. had relied more heavily on oil for electric from that source. 

generation (39%and 73% respectively), Another possibility is the fusion of very 
2Current light water reactors make had shifted to invest in nuclear power light elements, viz. deuterium (H ), 

3relatively inefficient use of nuclear after the oil crisis in 1973.tritium (H ), both isotopes of hydrogen 
fuel, fissioning only the very rare or lithium and boron. Assuming a Radioactive Waste Managementuranium-235 isotope. Nuclear fusion energy output equal to the current 

Ÿ Like all industries, the thermal reprocessing can make this waste global output and that this does not generation of electricity produces reusable and more efficient reactor increase in the future, then the known wastes. Whatever fuel is used, designs allow better use of the current lithium reserves would last these wastes must be managed in available resources. 3000 years;lithium from sea water ways which safeguard human 
Uranium has two isotopes in natural would last 60 million years, and a more health and minimise their impact 235Uranium ore: - uranium-235 ( U) complicated fusion process using only on the environment.
with 0.7% of all natural uranium, deuterium from sea water would 

Ÿ Nuclear power is the only energy which is used in the light water h a v e  f u e l  f o r  1 5 0  b i l l i o n  
238 indus t ry  which  takes  fu l l  reactors and Uranium -238 ( U) has years.Although this process has yet to 

responsibility for all its wastes, and 99.3% abundance of all natural be realized, many experts believe 
costs this into the product.uranium, which is used in fast breeder fusion to be a promising future 

Nuclear power is characterised by the reactors. It has been estimated that energy source due to the short lived 
very large amount of energy available there is up to five billion years' radioactivity of the produced waste, 
from a very small amount of fuel. The worth of uranium-238 for use in its low carbon emissions, and its 
amount of waste is correspondingly these power plants. prospective power output.
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very small. However, much of the waste The first two are also used in the most of the radioactive materials from 
is radioactive and therefore must be management of non-radioactive the ore, such as radium. This material 
carefully managed as hazardous waste. wastes. The waste is both concentrated is discharged into tailings dams which 

and then isolated, or it is diluted to retain the remaining solids and prevent Since the radioactive wastes are 
acceptable levels and then discharged any seepage of the liquid. The tailings essentially created in a nuclear power 
to the environment. Delay-and-decay contain about 70% of the radioactivity reactor, it is accepted that they are the 
however is unique to radioactive waste in the original ore.responsibility of the country which 
management; it means that the waste is uses uranium to generate power. There Uranium oxide (U O ) produced from 3 8
stored and its radioactivity is allowed is no moral or legal basis for the the mining and milling of uranium ore 
to decrease naturally through decay of responsibility to be elsewhere. is only mildly radioactive - most of the 
the radioisotopes in it. radioactivity in the original ore Radioactive wastes comprise a 
Radioactive wastes occur at all stages remains at the mine site in the tailings.variety of materials requiring different 
of the nuclear fuel cycle - the process types of management to protect people Wastes from the "back end" of the 
of producing electricity from nuclear and the environment. They are fuel cycle
materials. The fuel cycle comprises the normally classified as low-level, It is when uranium is used in the mining and milling of the uranium ore, medium-level or high-level wastes, reactor; significant quantities of highly its processing and fabrication into according to the amount and types of radioactive wastes are created. When nuclear fuel, its use in the reactor, the 

235radioactivity in them. the U atom is split it forms fission treatment of the used fuel taken from 
Another factor in managing wastes is products, which are very radioactive the reactor after use, and finally, 
the time that they are likely to remain and make up the main portion of disposal of the wastes.
hazardous. This depends on the kinds nuclear wastes retained in the fuel 

The fuel cycle is often considered as of radioactive isotopes in them, and rods.
two parts - the "front end" which p a r t i c u l a r l y  t h e  h a l f - l i v e s  
stretches from mining through to the 

characteristic of each of those 
use of uranium in the reactor - and the 

isotopes. (The half-life is the time it 
"back end" which covers the removal 

takes for a given radioactive isotope to 
of used fuel from the reactor and its 

lose half of its radioactivity. After four 
subsequent treatment and disposal. 

half lives the level of radioactivity is 
This is where radioactive wastes are a 

1/16th of the original and after eight 
major issue.

half lives 1/256th, and so on.)
Residual materials from the "front 

The various radioactive isotopes have 
end" of the fuel cycle - the annual fuel 

half-lives ranging from fractions of a 
requirement for a l000 MWe light 

second to minutes, hours or days, 
water reactor is about 27 tonnes of 

through to bill ions of years.  enriched uranium oxide. This requires 
Radioactivity decreases with time as the mining and milling of tens of 
these isotopes decay into stable, non- thousands of tonnes of ore to provide 
radioactive ones. about 200 tonnes of uranium oxide 
The rate of decay of an isotope is concentrate (U O ) from the mine.3 8

About 27 tonnes of used fuel is taken inversely proportional to its half-life; a 
At uranium mines, dust is controlled to each year from the core of an l000 short half life means that it decays rapidly. 
minimise inhalation of radioactive MWe (capacity Mega Watt electric) Hence, for each kind of radiation, the 
minerals, while concentrations of nuclear reactor. This fuel can be higher the intensity of radioactivity in a 
radon gas (seeping out of the rocks) are regarded entirely as waste (as, for 40% given amount of material, the shorter the 
kept to a minimum by good ventilation of the world's output, in USA and half lives involved.
and dispersion in large volumes of air. Canada), or it can be reprocessed (as in 

Three general principles are employed At the mill, dust is collected and fed Europe and Japan). Whichever option 
in the management of radioactive back into the process, while radon gas is chosen, the used fuel is first stored 
wastes: is diluted and dispersed to the for several years under water in 

Ÿ concentrate-and-contain atmosphere in large volumes of air. cooling ponds at the reactor site. The 
Ÿ dilute-and-disperse At the mine, residual ground rocks concrete ponds and the water 
Ÿ delay-and-decay. from the milling operation contain covering the fuel assemblies provide 
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rad ia t ion  protec t ion ,  whi l e  environment. This means isolating or Japanese used fuel  has been 
removing the heat generated during diluting the waste so that the rate or reprocessed in Europe, with the 
radioactive decay. concentration of any radio-nuclides vitrified waste and the recovered 

returned to the biosphere is harmless. uranium and plutonium (as MOX fuel) Ÿ Nuclear power is the only large-
To achieve this, practically all wastes being returned to Japan to be used in s c a l e  e n e r g y - p r o d u c i n g  
are contained and managed – some fresh fuel. Russia also reprocesses technology which takes full 
clearly need deep and permanent some spent fuel from Soviet-designed responsibility for all its wastes 
b u r i a l .  F r o m n u c l ea r  p o w er  reactors in other countries.and fully costs this into the 
generation, none is allowed to cause product. Quantity of waste produced 
harmful pollution. worldwideŸ The amount of radioactive wastes 
All toxic wastes need to be dealt with is very small relative to wastes The volume of nuclear waste produced 
safely, not just radioactive wastes. In produced by fossil fuel electricity by the nuclear industry is very small 
countries with nuclear power, generation. compared with other wastes generated. 
radioactive wastes comprise less than Ÿ Used nuclear fuel may be treated Each year, nuclear power generation 
1% of total industrial toxic wastes (the as a resource or simply as a waste. facilities worldwide produce about 

3balance of which remains hazardous 200,000 m  of low- and intermediate-Ÿ Nuclear wastes are neither 
indefinitely). level radioactive waste, and about particularly hazardous nor hard 

3Recycling used fuel 10,000 m  of high-level waste including to manage relative to other toxic 
used fuel designated as waste.industrial wastes. Any used fuel will still contain some of 

235
Ÿ Safe methods for the final the original U as well as various In the OECD countries, some 300 Mt 

disposal of high-level radioactive of toxic wastes are produced each year, plutonium isotopes which have been 
waste are technically proven; the but conditioned radioactive wastes formed inside the reactor core, and the 

3238international consensus is that amount to only 81,000 m  per year.U. In total these account for some 
this should be geological disposal. 96% of the original uranium and over A typical 1000 MWe light water 

half of the original energy content All parts of the nuclear fuel cycle reactor will generate (directly and 
3produce some radioactive waste (ignoring U-238). Reprocessing, indirectly) 200-350 m  low- and 

(radwaste) and the relatively modest undertaken in Europe and Russia, intermediate-level waste per year. 
3cost of managing and disposing of this separates this uranium and plutonium It will also discharge about 20 m  

is part of the electricity cost, i.e. it is from the wastes so that they can be (27 tonnes) of used fuel per year, 
3internalised and paid for by the recycled for re-use in a nuclear reactor. which corresponds to a 75 m  

electricity consumers. Plutonium arising from reprocessing is d i s p o s a l  v o l u m e  f o l l o w i n g  
recycled through a MOX fuel At each stage of the fuel cycle there are encapsulation if it is treated as 
fabrication plant where it is mixed with proven technologies to dispose of the waste. Where that used fuel is 

3depleted uranium oxide to make fresh radioactive wastes safely. For low- and reprocessed, only 3 m  of vitrified 
fuel. European reactors currently use intermediate-level wastes these are waste (glass) is produced, which is 

3over 5 tonnes of plutonium a year in mostly being implemented. For high- equivalent to a 28 m  disposal 
fresh MOX fuel (a mixed oxide of UO  level wastes some countries await the 2 volume following placement in a 

accumulation of enough of it to and PuO ).2 disposal canister.
w a r r a n t  b u i l d i n g  g e o l o g i c a l  Major commercial reprocessing plants This compares with an average repositories; others, such as the USA, operate in France, UK, and Russia with 400,000 tonnes of ash produced from 
have encountered political delays. a capacity of some 5000 tonnes per a coal-fired plant of the same power 
Unlike other industrial wastes, the year  and cumulat ive civi l ian capacity. Today, volume reduction 
level of hazard of all nuclear waste - its experience of 80,000 tonnes over 50 t e c h n i q u e s  a n d  a b a t e m e n t  
radioactivity - diminishes with time.  years. A new reprocessing plant with technologies as well as continuing 
Eventually all radioactive wastes an 800 t/yr capacity at Rokkasho in good practice within the work force 
decay into non-radioactive elements. Japan is undergoing commissioning. all contribute to continuing 
The more radioactive an isotope is, the France and UK also undertake minimisation of waste produced, a 
faster it decays. reprocessing for utilities in other key principle of waste management 
The main objective in managing and countries, notably Japan, which has policy in the nuclear industry. 
disposing of radioactive (or other) made over 140 shipments of used fuel Whilst the volumes of nuclear 
waste is to protect people and the to Europe since 1979. Until now most wastes produced are very small, the 
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most important issue for the nuclear permanent disposal underground. Nuclear power has caused far fewer 
industry is managing their toxic accidental deaths per unit of energy Accidents and safety, the human and 
n a t u r e  i n  a  w a y  t h a t  i s  generated than other major forms of financial costs
environmenta l ly  sound and power generation. Energy production 

Some serious nuclear and radiation presents no hazard to both workers f rom coa l ,  na tu ra l  gas ,  and  
accidents have occurred. Nuclear and the general public. hydropower has caused far more 
power plant accidents include the 

deaths due to accidents.In comparison Used fuel gives rise to HLW which Chernobyl disaster (1986) in Soviet 
nuclear power plant accidents rank may be either the used fuel itself in Union,Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 
first in terms of their economic cost, fuel rods, or the separated waste disaster (2011) in Japan, and the 
accounting for 41% of all property arising from reprocessing this.  A Three Mile Island accident (1979) in 

typical reactor generates about 27 damage attributed to energy accidents.
the USA. Nuclear-powered submarine 3tonnes of spent fuel or 3 m  per year of Some local opposition to nuclear power mishaps include the K-19 reactor 

vitr if ied waste.  Both can be emerged in the early 1960s, and in the late accident (1961), the K-27 reactor 
effect ively  and economical ly  1960s some members of the scientific accident (1968), and the K-431 reactor 
isolated, and have been handled and community began to express their accident (1985). International research 
stored safely since nuclear power concerns. These concerns related to i s  c o n t i n u i n g  i n t o  s a f e t y  
generation began. nuclear accidents, nuclear proliferation, improvements such as passively safe 
If the used fuel is reprocessed HLW high cost of nuclear power plants, nuclear plants, and the possible future use of 
(high level radioactive waste) terrorism and radioactive waste disposal.nuclear fusion.
comprises highly-radioactive fission 
products and some transuranic 
elements (elements having proton 
numbers more than 92) with long-
lived radioactivity. These are 
separated from the used fuel, 
enabling the uranium and plutonium 
to be recycled. Liquid HLW from 
reprocessing must be solidified. The 
HLW also generates a considerable 
amount of heat and requires cooling. 
It is vitrified into borosilicate (Pyrex) 
glass, encapsulated into heavy 
stainless steel cylinders about 1.3 
metres high and stored for eventual 
disposal deep underground. This 
material has no conceivable future 
use and is unequivocally waste.

If used reactor fuel is not reprocessed, 
it will still contain all the highly 
radioactive isotopes, and then the 
entire fuel assembly is treated as HLW 
for direct disposal. It too generates a lot 
of heat and requires cooling. However, 
since it largely consists of uranium 
(with a little plutonium), it represents a 
potentially valuable resource and there 
is an increasing reluctance to dispose 
of it irretrievably.

After storage for about 40 years the 
used fuel assemblies are ready for 
encapsulation or loading into casks 
ready for indefinite storage or 

Country Year No. of 
Protesters

Cause of Protest Result

Germany Early1970 Large protests Against proposed 
nu-clear power 
plant at Wyhl

Project cancel in 1975

France 1975-‘77 175,000 Against nuclear 
power

10 demonstrations

West Germany Feb 1975-
April 1979

280,000 Against nuclear 
power plant

7 demonstrations

Bonn, Germany 1979 120,000 Accident in Three 
Mile Island, USA 
(health & safety 
concern)

Stopped new plant in 
many countries

Washington D.C. May-79 70,000 including 
Governor of 
California

Against nuclear 
power plant

Austria 1978 Voted in 
referendum against 
Nuclear power

Sweden 1980 Voted in 
referendum against 
Nuclear power

Italy 1987 In Parliament Phase out Nucl. 
Power

2009 cancelled earlier 
referendum& passed a 
law to allow immediate 
start of Nuclear power 
program

Taiwan 10th March
2013

200,000 Not to allocate any 

more funding for 4th 

plant
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Some of these anti-nuclear power 57%) rejected plans for new nuclear power grid, the world's first nuclear 
organisations are reported to have power. power plant that generated electricity 
developed considerable expertise on for commercial use. On August 27, Present status of Nuclear Power Plant 
nuclear power and energy issues. 1956 the first commercial nuclear world wide

power plant, Calder Hall 1, Eng-land, Health and safety concerns, the 1979 On December 20, 1951, at the 
with a net electrical output of 50 MW accident at Three Mile Island, and the Experimental Breeder Reactor EBR-I in 
was connected to the national grid.1986 Chernobyl disaster played a part in Arco, Idaho, USA, for the first time 

stopping new plant construction in As of January 18, 2013 in 31 countries electricity - illuminating four light 
many countries, although the public 437 nuclear power plant units with an bulbs - was produced by nuclear energy. 
policy organization Brookings installed electric net capacity of about EBR-I was not designed to produce 
Institution suggests that new nuclear 372 GW are in operation and 68 plants electricity but to validate the breeder 
units have not been ordered in the U.S. with an installed capacity of 65 GW are reactor concept.
because of soft demand for electricity, in 15 countries under construction.Two and a half years later, on June 26, 
and cost overruns on nuclear plants due 1954, at Obninsk, Russia, the nuclear 
to regulatory issues and construction power plant APS-1 with a net electrical 
delays. output of 5 MW was connected to the 
The much more serious Chernobyl 
accident occurred due to problematic 
RBMK (Reaktor Bolshoy Moshchnosti 
Kanalniy) design only used in the Soviet 
Union. This designlacking "robust" 
containment buildings is only used in 
the Soviet Union. Many of these RBMK 
reactors are still in use today. However, 
changes were made in both the reactors 
themselves (use of a safer enrichment of 
uranium) and in the control system 
(prevention of disabling safety 
systems), amongst other things, to 
reduce the possibility of a duplicate 
accident.

An international organization to 
promote safety awareness and 
professional development on operators 
in nuclear facilities was created: 
WANO; World Association of Nuclear 
Operators.

Opposition of nuclear power in Ireland 
and Poland prevented nuclear programs 
there, while Austria (1978), Sweden 
(1980) and Italy (1987) (influenced by 
Chernobyl) voted in referendums to 
oppose or phase out nuclear power. In 
July 2009, the Italian Parliament passed 
a law that cancelled the results of an 
earlier referendum and allowed the 
immediate start of the Italian nuclear 
program. After the Fukushima Daiichi 
nuclear disaster, a one year moratorium 
was placed on nuclear power 
development, followed by a referendum 
in which over 94% of voters (turnout 

Till the end 2011, the total electricity 
production since 1951 amounts to 
69,760 billion kWh. 

Country

 Number Electr. Net Output 
MW

Number Electr. Net Output 
MW

Argentina 2 935 1 692

Armenia 1 375 - -

Belgium 7 5,927 - -

Brazil 2 1,884 1 1,245

Bulgaria 2 1,906 - -
Canada 19 13,665 - -

China
·          Mainland 17 12,816 29 28,753
·          Taiwan 6 5,018 2 2600

Czech Republic 6 3,766 - -

Finland 4 2,735 1 1,600

France 58 63,130 1 1,600

Germany 9 12,068 - -

Hungary 4 1,889 - -

India 20 4,391 7 4,824
Iran 1 482 - -

Japan 50 44,215 3 3,993

Korea, Republic 23 20,754 3 3,640

Mexico 2 1,300 - -

Netherlands 1 482 - -

Pakistan 3 725 2 630

Romania 2 1,300 - -

Russian Federation 33 23,643 11 9,927

Slovakian Republic 4 1,816 2 782
Slovenia 1 688 - -

South Africa 2 1,830 - -

Spain 8 7,560 - -

Sweden 10 9,325 - -

Switzerland 5 3,263 - -

Ukraine 15 13,107 2 1900

U A E - - 1 1,345

United Kingdom 16 9,246 - -

USA 104 101,465 1 1,165
Total 437 372,210 68 65,406

          In operation Under Construction
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Source:  Nuclear power plants Environmental Impact In the thermal energy from fossil fuel 
world-wide, in operation and under the environmental pollution impact is Nuclear power is an excellent resource, 
construction, IAEA as of 18 January substantial. Out of reported SOx (3-37 but like every form of energy, 
2013 µg/m3), NOx (5-34 µg/m3) & environmental impacts must be 

Suspended particulate Matters (SPM) Nuclear power and other renewable considered. 
(53-482µg/m3) the values of SPM are energy The construction of nuclear power 
much higher than the limits of NAAQ Nuclear power has been compared to p l a n t s  c a n  c a u s e  p o l l u t i o n .  
standards2. The maximum tolerable renewable energy, which does not Defores ta t ion  and  CO  f rom 2 limits on annual average basis are SO2 produce greenhouse gases in operation. construction machines can contribute to (60 µg/m3), NOx (60 µg/m3) & SPM The cost of both nuclear power and wind global warming. In order to run (140 µg/m3). The reported values of power are dominated by plant properly, a nuclear power plant must SO2 and NOx lies within the limits, construction costs, although the operate near a large body of water, like a 
however, they are toxic on long term operation and maintenance costs for lake. That water is often contaminated, 
basis. It is pertinent to note that the nuclear power were estimated in 2008 to affecting the surrounding animal and 
values of the pollutants reported are be slightly higher than wind power. Solar human life.
even after all the mitigative, modern and energy in large scale is in development 

Nuclear reactor sites generally produce state of the art preventive control stage and is yet to be used in large scale.
20 to 30 tonnes of high-level waste equipments installed and working in all 

The cost of nuclear power has followed every month. At power plants in the Power Stations. 
an increasing trend, as has the installation Euresia, the usable components of the The SPM also includes RSPM cost of wind power from approximately waste are reprocessed, while the (Respirable suspended particulate 2002, whereas the cost of electricity is remaining waste is stored underground. matters) and both types of fine particles declining in wind power.  In about 2011, The resulting waste contaminates the normally spread over 25 Kms from the wind power became as inexpensive as ground where it is buried, with some Thermal Power station. These natural gas, and some suggested that in radioactive isotopes being released into pollutants cause respiratory and related 2010 solar power became cheaper than the atmosphere when the fuel rods are ailments to human beings and animal nuclear power. It is estimated that in spent. This can be prevented by putting kingdom. 2016, solar electricity will cost almost spent fuel rods in a dry cask storage unit 

Due to continuous & long lasting twice that of nuclear and wind somewhat underground. The problem with this 
emission of SOx&NOx, which are the less. Due to nuclear powers capacity 

stems from the dry cask extending the 
principal pollutants coal based plants, factor of 80-90%, in comparison to 

life of the radioactive isotopes in the 
surrounding structures, buildings, intermittent wind power's 30-40%, the 

waste, destroying the area where waste 
monuments of historic importance & requirements for pumped storage are 

has been processed and buried. Most of 
metallic structures too are affected very much less than those needed for wind 

these sites are found in areas far outside 
badly due to corrosive (Acid rain) power.

of civilian populations, keeping people 
reactions. Well known example of this is From a safety stand point, nuclear power, safe from harm at the expense of the 
the victimized Tajmahal of Agra which in terms of lives lost per unit of electricity natural environment. is being deteriorated due to these toxic delivered, is comparable to and in some 

Despite being monitored by the gases. It is also worth to note that very cases, lower than many renewable energy 
Environmental Protection Agency, high amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) sources.
most nuclear power plants release emission (0.9-0.95 kg/kwh) from 

Nuclear fusion gaseous and liquid radiological thermal power plants contribute to 
Nuclear fusion reactions (fusing two very effluents into the surrounding air and global warming leading to climate 
light nuclei) have the potential to be safer region. The amounts that are released change. 
and generate less radioactive waste than depend on the age of the power plant, Impact on water 
fission. These reactions appear the regulations that are in effect and the 

The water requirement for a coal-based potentially viable, though technically performance of the plant. Studies show 
power plant is usually 150 Liters per quite difficult and have yet to be created that living within 50 miles exposes 
Unit of electricity, which is very high on a scale that could be used in a humans to low doses of radiation 
compared to the domestic requirement functional power plant. Fusion power has through these emissions. Vegetation and 
of water of a big city. been under intense theoretical and animal life are exposed as well, with 
Ash pond decant contains harmful experimental investigation since the higher levels of exposure coming closer 
heavy metals like B, As, Hg which have 1950s. to the nuclear power plant.
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235a tendency to leach out over a period as greenhouse gases and smog, in less amount of U in nature which 
of time. Due to this, the ground contrast  to the chief  viable is spread over earth crust. It is 
water gets polluted and becomes alternative of fossil fuel. Nuclear difficult for mining. To go for 
unsuitable for domestic use. power can produce base-load nuclear energy India has to depend 

235power unlike many renewable on the imported U nuclear fuel. In At Ramagundamwater leakage of 
which are intermittent energy addi t ion most  of  the  Indian the ash pond decants was noticed 
sources lacking large-scale and population equates nuclear power into a small natural channel. This is 
cheap ways of storing energy. On with nuclear weapons and the harmful to the fisheries and other 
the other hand, oil as a resource that m i n d s e t ,  f r a m e d  f r o m  t h e  aquatic biota in the water body. 
would run out, and believed that devastation of the Hiroshima and Similar findings were noted for 
uranium had much more promise as Nagasaki during World War II, Chandrapur. 
an energy source. Supporters claim plays the role against nuclear The exposure of employees to high 
that the risks of storing waste are energy.noise levels is very high in the coal 
small and can be further reduced by India has got limited quantity of b a s e d  t h e r m a l  p o w e r  p l a n t .  
using the latest technology in fossil fuel to generate electricity. It M o r e o v e r ,  t h e  i n c r e a s e d  
newer reactors, and the operational has population in the same scale of transportation activities due to the 
safety record in the Western world China (~1.2 billion). China has gone operation of the power plant leads to 
is excellent when compared to the for 29 new nuclear reactors which is an increase in noise levels in the 
other major kinds of power plants. estimated to produce 28,753 MW of adjacent localities.
Opponents believe that nuclear power in recent future. Like China if For thermal energy India's estimated 
power poses many threats to people 90% of the Indian population should proven coal reserves of 118 billion 
and the environment, which include get electricity for use, then India tonnes are expected to serve the 
the problems of processing, should go for nuclear, solar and to country  for  over  100 years ,  
t r a n s p o r t  a n d  s t o r a g e  o f  some extent for wind energy.according to the Ministry of Coal. 
radioactive nuclear waste, the risk Moreover India has large quantity of The energy derived from coal in 
of nuclear weapons proliferation thorium which is fissionable. India is about twice that of energy 
and terrorism, as well as health Research is going on to develop the d e r i v e d  f r o m  o i l ,  w h e r e a s  
risks and environmental damage technology of using thorium as worldwide, energy derived from 
from uranium mining.They also f i s s i o n  f u e l .  I t  i s  I n d i a ' s  coal is about 30% less than energy 
contend that reactors themselves responsibility to develop technology derived from oil.
are enormously complex machines to use its own resource. We dream Debate on Nuclear Power where many things can and do go that a day will come when India will 

The nuclear power debate is about wrong; and there have been serious produce major energy from its 
t h e  c o n t r o v e r s y , w h i c h  h a s  nuclear accidents. Critics do not reserve of thorium.
surrounded the use of nuclear fission believe that the risks of using 

Referencesreactors to generate electricity from nuclear fission as a power source 
nuclear fuel for civilian purposes. can be fully offset through the 1) Nuclear Power, www.wikipedia.org 
The debate about nuclear power development of new technology. and the references therein
peaked during the 1970s and 1980s, They also argue that when all the 2)Report from World Nuclear 
when it "reached an intensity energy-intensive stages of the Association
unprecedented in the history of nuclear fuel chain are considered, 

3) European Nuclear Societytechnology controversies", in some from uranium mining to nuclear 
countries. 4) EFFECTS OF THERMAL POWER decommissioning, nuclear power is 

PLANT ON ENVIRONMENTneither a low-carbon nor an Supporters of nuclear energy 
economical electricity source.contend that nuclear power is a W. K. POKALE*

sustainable energy source that In India, the nuclear policy is 
reduces carbon emissions and framed mostly by the politicians 
increases energy securi ty by and administrators, who have 
decreasing dependence on imported limited knowledge of the nuclear 
energy sources.They claim that reactions, fission and fusion, the 
nuclear power produces virtually nuclear technology, its advantages 
no conventional air pollution, such and disadvantages. The country has 
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PK:The current GDP of the Brazilian 
economy is estimated at R$ 4.403 
trillion (in Brazilian reals) in 
2013, with an annual average 
GDP growth rate marked at over 

of coffee, sugar, soy, cattle meat, 5% in the recent years.
tobacco and concentrated orange 

The conspicuous factors which juice, of late, viz. in the recent 
have indeed contributed for this years, due to favourable terms of 
sound statistics are almost similar trade pertaining to secondary 
to the above, but in addition to the commodities, Brazil has started 
gamut, I would like to add lesser export ing commodit ies  of  
Balance-of-Payments shocks, m a n u f a c t u r e d  a n d  s e m i -

manufactured nature, and this manageable current account 
constitutes almost 48% of the deficit, systematic financial 
current Brazilian exports. stability, radical interest cuts by 

the Central Bank for boosting (iii) Fiscal sustainability and 
i n d i g e n o u s  d e m a n d  a n d  massive structural reforms by the 
investment stimulus, gradual Government, which is now keen 

SS: What in your views are the main increase in private sector on bolstering the infrastructural 
factors behind the expansion of investment benefitted from base, advance trading strategies of 
the Brazilian economy as a reforms in private taxes, legal the economy, stark privatization 
whole? structures and labour welfare on majority sectors of trade, 

c o u p l e d  w i t h  m o n e t a r y  policies, boost in the credit PK: The growth of the Brazilian 
stabilization. structure of the economy with economy can be traced by the fact 

voluptuous lending to both that currently the rate of (iv)  Growth in the number of 
economic growth is roughly formal and informal business multinationals and superior 
fluctuating between 2.5 % - 4.0 % a c t i v i t i e s ,  g r o s s  i m p o r t  technology inflows have indeed 
on an average annual basis. substitution by promotingassisted the local companies to 

successfully turn global in a very The salient factors which have domestic development of the 
short span of time.contributed for the growth of the core-necessary areas, lessening 

Brazilian economy in the recent dependence on fiscal stimuli and (v)  Overall rise in national 
years can be outlined as under - a virtual shift to monetary easing productivity which is further 

by rectifying the aggregate s t r e n g t h e n e d  b y  s t e e p l y  (I) Gradual shift from primary 
increasing public and private demand - supply imbalance of the a c t i v i t i e s  t o  v e h e m e n t  
sector investment. economy.industrialization, with agro-based 

activities constituting only 5.5 % (vi) Trade liberalization and However, the main contributor 
of the current real GDP, whereas record  h igh  FX reserves  for rapid GDP growth, in my 
secondary (industry and semi- accompanied with aggressive opinion, will be the staunch 
industry) and the tertiary sectors Central Bank monetary easing commitment to the PAC - 2, i.e., 
constituting 27.5 % and 67 % of has actually helped the economy the government's infrastructure 
the real GDP respectively. to absorb any external financial and growth accelerating strategy. 
Currently, Brazil is in a state of shock, thus rendering non- Albeit, of late, this programme is 
virtual full employment. vulnerability of the economy to encountering several problems 

global financial crises and and inadvertent delays, I believe (ii)  Rapid liberalization of the 
stability in terms of both domestic economy with sound export - the fundamental thrust of raising 
and international trade.import activities and spectacular the public sector infrastructure 

development of the private sector. investment is sound (only when SS: What are your plans for the future 
Here also, it's noteworthy to interest rates reveal secular GDP growth of Brazil and what 
mention that albeit Brazil hitherto do you feel would be the basic declines, the government opening 
has been exporting mainly advantages and hindrances to up significant fiscal resources and 
primary commodities comprising achieve the ideal GDP? lowering public debts).

Interview of Mr Pradeep Khemka
Hony. Consul, Consulate of Brazil, Kolkata
Director, Khemka Group of Companies, India
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Now, the several hindrances to PK: Brazil is a leading producer of located in the state of Maranho. 
continual GDP growth can be minerals and produces and The company would also invest 
outlined as under - markets about 80 mineral $2.5 billion by 2014 in their 

Apoloiron ore mine located in the commodities.(I) Sluggish global demand and 
state of Minas Gerais.s t i l l  p r i m a r y  p r o d u c t s  In 2010, Brazil was the world's 

const i tu t ing a  s ignif icant  top producer of niobium and Ø Anglo American will spend 
segment of annual cumulative $4.3  bi l l ion by 2015 on tantalum, the world's third largest 
exports. producer of iron ore and rare earth developing a nickel mine at 

elements, the fifth largest tin Jacare in Sao Felix do Xingu in (ii) Bank lending growth rates 
producer, and the world's sixth the Para state. Anglo American have been sluggish from very 
largest producer of aluminum and and Anglo Ferrous will also high rates.
manganese. invest some $3.2 billion by 2015 

(iii) Weaker household financial in developing an iron ore mine Mining products represented m a n a g e m e n t  a n d  g r e a t e r  that would straddle the border more than 50% of the Brazil's unwillingness among the smaller 
between the Rio de Janeiro and exports. By value iron ore commercial banks to lend.
Minas Gerais states (Minas-Rio generated 82% of income from 

(iv) Albeit Brazil does not possess System).Brazilian exports. The most 
any significant supply-side 

important mining states were Ø The Conghonas iron ore mine 
constraints, a lot has to be 

Minas Gerais (48%), Para (28%), from Minas Gerais would be 
improvised in terms of current 

and Goias (5%). expanded by steelmaker SCN by 
aggregate  demand of  the 

2015 after expending $2.8 Brazil imports metallurgical coal, economy. 
billion.potash, sulphur, copper, zinc, and 

(v) Still persistent low savings 
rare earth. Ø The  no r the rn  s t a t e  o f  

and even lower investment rates 
Amazonas would see a $2.5 The IBRAM (Brazilian Mining (compared to other BRICS 
billion investment by 2014 in Institute) expects, based on data economies) (gross investment 
potash deposits from the private c o l l e c t e d  f r o m  m i n i n g  accounting for only 20 % of 
company Potassio do Brasil.c o m p a n i e s ,  s i g n i f i c a n t  GDP).

investments of US$ 68.5 billion Ø By 2014, Mineracao Minas (vi) The bottlenecks to both 
for the period 2011-2015, which Bahia (MIBA) will invest $2.25 public sector and private sector 
represents a new record for the billion in an iron ore integrated investments arise out from low 
mining industry. project (mine, processing plant household and government 

and slurry pipeline in Minas The private sector invests more in savings rate. Huge government 
Gerais).the country, an average of over transfer payments, especially 

US$ 13 billion per year. Ø By 2013, the Norwegian social security related transfers, 
indeed induce the households to Norsk Hydro will invest $2.2 These investments apply to a 
dissave, including huge implicit billion in its alumina refinery number of minerals, and since 
pension and health related located in Bacarena of the Para Iron Ore is the most significant 
liabilities. state.one, it will take up 63% of the 

total.(vii) Extravagant current and SS: What kind of regulatory control 
revenue expenditure by the exists in Brazil for the mining The most significant Brazilian 
government renders much lower and metal sector? Do these mining projects include:
capital expenditures. come as a road block for the Ø Projects owned by Vale, 

d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  t h e s e  SS: Brazil has an abundance of which would spend $10.2 billion 
industries?many different types of mineral by 2014 to expand its iron ore 

PK:Owing to Brazil's favorable resources. It has an immense operations from Carajas in the 
policies on privatization, joint reserve of iron ore, manganese state of Para. An additional $3 
ventures and mergers more than and other industrial metals. billion would be invested by 2012 
500 transnational corporations How does Brazil plan to utilize to add more tracks to its railway 
established operations in the this mineral resource for the line that connects the Carajas 
country between 1990 and 2009. growth of the country? mine with the port of Sao Luis 
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Still most of the mining industry The oil sector is open to SS: Could you give us an idea about 
is controlled by large integrated c o m p e t i t i o n  a n d  p r i v a t e  the quantity of steel and other 
Brazilian companies like Vale investment. metals which will be used for 
and Petrobras. building the infrastructure for The Brazilian Institute for 

these two events?Environment and Renewable The Ministry of Mines and 
Resources (IBAMA) is in most Energy through its National PK: An additional gross demand of 8 
cases the lead licensing entity.D e p a r t m e n t  o f  M i n e r a l  million tons of steel will be 

P r o d u c t i o n  ( D N P M )  i s  required for the forthcoming two Environmental licenses for new 
responsible for managing Brazil's mining operations are needed in events.
m i n e r a l  r e s o u r c e s ,  f o r  their three stages of development. SS: Brazil's trade relations with 
supervising the mineral activity 

A preliminary environmental India have witnessed a ten-fold 
and enforcing the law.

license is needed in the planning increase in the last decade and 
Brazilian companies might have stage, followed by an installation expected to reach US $ 15 
100% foreign ownership. license that has to be obtained billion by 2015 as per the 

b e f o r e  t h e  s t a r t  o f  t h e  The mineral rights holder still has Brazilian Ambassador Mr. 
construction; and, finally an to negotiate with the surface Carlos Duarte. Could you 
operational license required rights holder as a result of the specify the sectors in which the 
before the beginning of the separation of mineral rights from bilateral trade will increase?
m i n i n g  a n d  p r o c e s s i n g  surface rights. PK: Yes, I fervidly support his forecast operations.Exploration licenses are being on the issue. The bilateral trade 
Transportation is regulated by the granted by DNPM and are valid between India and Brazil has 
B r a z i l i a n  M i n i s t r y  o f  for three years. Renewal of the increased manifold by US $ 1.20 
Transportation and its regulatory license is being done after billion in 2004 to US $ 3.12 
agency the National Agency of analysis and approval of the Final billion in 2007 to US $ 7.73 
Land Transportation (ANTT).Exploration Report. billion thereby rising 7.75 billion 
A royalty known as CFEM is Mining concessions are granted in 2010. In 2012 the total bilateral 
being levied on revenues by the Ministry of Mines and trade was recognized at US $ 10.6 
generated by the sale of minerals. Energy (MME), within one year billion.
Current rates are: 1% on gold; 2% of the date of approval of the 

The core areas where the two on iron ore, copper, nickel, exploration report.
economies are mutually planning fertilizers, kaolin; and, 3% on 

In order to receive an approval the to flourish are science and potash, bauxite and manganese 
foreign company needs to be technology, pharmaceuticals, ore.
registered in Brazil, to prove that space research, energy, oil, 

Corporations are taxed (10-15%) has enough funds to proceed to t o u r i s m ,  v a l u e - a d d e d  according to their net profit for developing the mining project, manufacturing, mining and agro-the fiscal year. Profits could be a n d  t o  h a v e  a  s p e c i f i c  processing.expatriated.environmental license approved.
The economic complementarities SS: For Brazilians, holding the 2014 Concessions are granted for an 
between the two countries will World Cup Soccer Tournament indeterminate period of time 
eventually cement the gap for and the 2016 Olympics on lasting until the exhaustion of the 
mutual development.Brazilian soil is the ultimate mineral deposit.

expression of the nation's But, although Indian imports of Aboriginal land in Brazil 
elevation on the world stage. Brazilian commodities are devoid occupies 895,000 sq km and has a 
How is Brazil preparing itself in of any anti-dumping duties, there great geological potential. 
terms of infrastructure to host are several Indian commodities, Brazilian indigenous people have 
such big events? v i z . ,  P E T ( P o l y e t h y l e n e  the right to self-determination 

Terephthalate) Films, jute yams, PK: The main infrastructural thrust for therefore they have the right to 
the two major events is covered jute bags, Nitrile Rubber (NBR) reject mining projects on their 
majorly under the PAC - 2 and stainless steel, on which lands and / or to share in the 
programme. Brazil had imposed anti-dumping benefits if they decide so.
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duties, but we are sure this will be ore, petroleum, gold, copper, Campos dos Goytacazes, which 
rectified in the very recent future. and lead. Of the total labor force c a n  h a n d l e  C h i n a m a x  

of 102.2 million, the industrial containerships to import and SS: What are your views on the 
sector employed 14.3 million (or export raw materials and sustainable growth of Brazilian 
14%). Within the industrial manufactures vice versa. Other mineral production in the 
sector, the mineral industry major important infrastructure future?
employed 786,500 (or 5.5%), of investment is the construction of 

PK: Brazil's mineral sector—which which 160,314 people were a continental pipeline, roads and 
included metals, industrial employed in mining, including high speed trains.
minerals, and mineral fuels, bio- 16,700 who were placer miners Chinese investment in Brazil fuels, and ethanol—continued to or garimpeiros. takes strategically imperative experience a phase of real 

SS: Though China is Brazil's largest approaches and does so in growth as a result of new mineral 
trading partner, it is also its strategically important areas to p ro jec t s  and  expans ions .  
largest competitor. How is the consolidate China's role in the Consequently,  Brazil  was 
trade balance between the two Brazilian economy, this creates expected to remain among the 
countries? economical leverage, expands the global leaders in the production 

zone of influence of Chinese of mineral commodities and to PK: China has been a key factor for the 
companies  in  Brazi l  and continue to attract domestic and Brazilian economic growth in 
increases interdependency. foreign investors in its mineral modern times, the former being 
Chinese investments in Brazil are industry. According to the Banco the latter's most favoured trading 
concentrated mainly in the Central do Brazil, the country partner and the latter directing a 
energy, mining, steel and oil experienced two quarters of relevant share of its exports 
industries.recession in 2009 as world (mainly consumer commodities) 

demand for Brazil's commodity- However, despite the above-to the former's interiors. The total 
based exports and external credit mentioned cooperation scenario, trade between the two countries 
decreased. After the global in 2010, Brazil was one of the had reached US $ 75.5 billion, 
economic downturn, Brazil's few emerging economies to with exports of US $ 41.2 billion 
economy returned to growth in publicly criticize China's policy and imports of US $ 34.3 billion, 
the second half of 2009, and in in relation to the so-called the main products exported to 
2010, the economic recovery Currency war. Brazil has called China being iron ore and soya 
had a positive effect on the for China to allow a faster bean.
credit, earnings, liquidity, and appreciation of her currency, 

China and Brazil cooperate solvency of the domestic wh ich  wou ld  he lp  o the r  
economically on quite some banking system and made the countries to better compete 
mutual beneficial projects such as country an attractive destination against Chinese exports. Brazil 
the already in 1988 preparations for foreign investment. With the also criticized US policy, saying 
for a joint project to construct the revival of consumer and investor both China and the US should 
China-Brazil Earth Resources confidence, and boosted by the seek  to  avoid  esca la t ing  
Satellite program, which in 1999 recovery in exports, Brazil's real economic tension concerning 
a n d  2 0 0 2  s u c c e s s f u l l y  gross domestic product (GDP) trade and currency.
constructed two satell i tes increased by 7.5% in 2010 Also, the fact that Brazilian providing key information on compared with a decrease of markets being currently flooded (new sources  of)  natural  0.6% in 2009. The mining and with Chinese manufactured r e s o u r c e s .  S e c o n d l y,  a n  mineral processing industries goods, local manufacturers are I n t e r n a t i o n a l  S a t e l l i t e  contributed almost 3.6% of the losing competitiveness which Communicat ions company GDP in 2010 compared with indeed generates anti-China (INSCOM) was set up as a joint 2.4% in 2009, which was mostly f e e l i n g  i n  t h e  d o m e s t i c  venture.a t t r i b u t a b l e  t o  t h e  h i g h  territories. Finally, there has 

i n t e r n a t i o n a l  p r i c e s  a n d  Other projects in the range of the been a small decrease in the 
increases in production of Earth Resources Satellite are the mutual trade between the two 
several mineral commodities, construction of Porto do A?u near countries in 2012.
such as, in order of value, iron Rio de Janeiro, Vitoria and 
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c o m f o r t a b l y  a c h i e v e  i t .  

SS:      Do you consider the restriction on 
mining imposed by the  
g o v e r n m e n t  d u e  t o  
environmental and social reasons 
is justified? Could you suggest 
ways by which we can continue 
with unrestricted mining and at 
the same time do not destroy the 
environment?

YSR:   Yes, it is like that. When the growth is 
a balanced approach, one side the 
industrialization has to take place 
but on the other hand you have to 
protect the environment. I cannot 
say the restrictions are too harsh 
against the industry. If you really 
look into it we have the future 
generations needs to a conducive 
environment which, we have to 
create it. If we kill the environment 
now we may be successful in 
creating industrialization but we are  issues and concerns. I am sure if they SS:     In a recent interview you have 
not creating a friendly environment continue for may be next down the mentioned that the material 
for the future. So, looking into that line six months to one year things handling equipment industry is 
there has to be a balance of act. But, will drastically improve. I am sure estimated to be worth Rs. 50 
having clear opinion to this case, we even the news which comes from billion at present and is expected do not require going into Chidambaram also acknowledging to grow at a CAGR of 20% in the environmental case. I would like to the fact that there are so many coming 5 years. That translates share a small case study of The projects which got stuck i.e. about into Rs. 125 billion by 2018. Economic Times where they have 225 projects, so they also Considering the stiff regulations mentioned, we required coal to understood the need for clearing governing the mining sector at mine,  75% of these mines are those projects. Directions have been present and the general economic outside the environmental area, issued to the leading bankers saying slowdown, do you consider this which means no forest, no green that that there should be speedy achievable? if yes, how? means no need for forest clearances. 

clearance of all those projects which YSR: Yes definitely it is achievable. What But, why the people are not going 
should be done immediately. It is we are going through because we for these non forest areas for their 
very clear that if we take rest, have identified where is the projects, why they prefer only the 
the projects will accumulate tumbling block. May be a year or forest area? The reason is something 
rust. We strongly hope that this one year back we did not know what very peculiar. What they say is, the 
will be an achievable target.is the damage this economic land acquisition in the open area is 

SS:     What share of the total market slowdown will create, we knew the very difficult. In the forest area the 
does your company target by potential but we did not know how land acquisition is easier as one 
2018?to overcome these issues. Now, clearance has to come from the 

including the industry leaders as YSR: We have many minicules on the forest. So in one hand the clearance 
well as the government have come growth of Indian projections of has to come from the forest 
to an understanding where they India we are talking about. We do department or on the other hand it 
have really got stuck and what are about 200 crores turn over. Being has to be coming and convincing 
the issues. That is one reason where a metal handling company, the hundreds of farmers and managing 
the PM has taken up the  initiatives. contribution comes from various the issues, having public pro 
There is one scheme where he has sectors, steel, fertilizer, power, programmes which becomes a 
started up the speedy clearance of sugar, paper and agriculture. major challenge. If you see, there is a 
the big projects, where he is having a Whatever plans we have of 25- 50 billion stock of coal in the Indian 

mines and in last 30 years we have monthly meeting addressing those 30% growth we can very 

Interview of Mr. Y Srinivas Reddy

Managing Director, Bevcon Wayors Private Limited

As Managing Director of Bevcon Wayors,         
Y. Srinivas Reddy fondly called YSR is 
responsible for driving enterprise adoption of 
Bevcon's engineering solutions across the top of 
the line customers of Bevcon Wayors.
Under his leadership, Bevcon achieved rapid 
growth and delivered enterprises class engineering 
solutions to Global 2000 Customers. His fervor for 
design engineering has lead to numerous 
innovations in Bevcon's Range of products while 
ensuring high quality and faster turnaround times.

Y. Srinivas Reddy is an associate member of Association for Project 
Management (APM) - UK. He is also serving as the president of Uppal 
Industrial Associations. YSR has contributed immensely towards social 
causes as Founder & MD of IBeam Foundation, a reputed and active social 
entrepreneurship organization.YSR holds a Bachelors Degree in 
Mechanical Engineering from JTNU, Hyderabad.
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mined only 6 billion. So another 44 SS:     What are other sectors  in 
billion is available, which is Mining & Steel industries you 
equivalent to next 100 years give solution to, except Bulk 
requirement for power generation Material Handling?
for India and 75% of that is available YSR:  We started with in plant automation 
in the open lands. So looking at that, and we have gone through the phase 
the policy has to be very clear. So, if for 5-6 years and we used to do lot of 
the Environmental department says automation as we have done for 
“no-go”, they have to be very clear SS:   Are Indian mining equipments Hindustan Levers, tea packaging 
no matter how rich value reserve technically up to the mark to units, Britannia, handling of biscuits. 
that is available, let us focus on the compete with foreign equipment? Those were not from very 
other area. SO, I don't find that their voluminous point of view and that is YSR:  Isteps are stringent but, definitely it is when we shifted to Bulk Material 
debatable. What is more important Handling. Now, apart from Bulk 
is that for everything there has to be a Material Handling we also do take 
time frame, which are the most care of plant in large volumes, like 
important things missing out in handling of raw material within the 
whole of action. Like, we debate plants. We are also working in sugar 
endlessly, we keep the projects on and other industries, that is why 

SS:      Bharat Earth Movers is a PSU and hold and time is no limit in that, and when one industry is down we are 
most of these mining units are we keep on hoping that the project not that jittery.
government owned. Do you think, will get cleared, it goes for years 

SS:      What are your future plans?Bharat Earth Movers get a together. If they put a time frame 
YSR: We are getting into Stockyard preference in this mining industry very clearly, application is being 

Handling Equipments, as we than others. processed and in 3,5 or 6 months 
strongly believe that when a clients you will be intimated about the YSR:   Yes definitely, but off course we 
calls us for material handling clearance as “go or no-go”, then the are not competing to the level of 
service, we want to give a total next plan of action can be decided. Bharat Earth Movers. Our product 
solution from concept to But, if you sit on it for 2 to 3 years reach does not match with them.
commissioning. So keeping that in and then one fine day you announce 

SS:   Are the R&D activities of Indian mind we have started to make it is workable or not workable, I am 
Companies sufficient to compete crushers, conveyors and ultimately sure the project viability will be a big 
in the global market? stockyard equipments to stock the question mark. So, the real 

material. We have a collaboration challenge is the speedy decision 
with FMT, Poland and this year we making with rules and guidelines 
are seriously planning to get into that should be very clear and strict 
the market and we hope that this on their stand, but with putting a 
new diversion area will give us a time frame for clearing a project will 

help the industry players as well. better prospect and future. Coming 
to mining area, we have a SS:   You have collaboration with 
collaboration unique in the world, several European, American and 
mine material, coal, iron ore or Chinese companies. These seems 
diamond, which totally takes off the SS:  As a SME sector Equipment to be a negative feeling in India 
conveying the material by truck. manufacturing unit, how much about Chinese technology, having 
We have the world patent growth potential lies in this sector?worked with them, what is your 
technology available with Dawson o p i n i o n  a b o u t  C h i n e s e  YSR: Mining sector definitely has lot of 
of Atlanta. We are working with technology? growth prospect, even though 
Indian consultant and working for critical machineries are being YSR:   
one particular project and we are imported, but by mining we mean 
hoping viability of the project will huge quantity of material is being 
be through in couple of month's handled. Let it be drilling machinery 
time. We always look forward to do or any other machinery a spurt of 
something innovative and unique growth will definitely take place in 
things to add value to the SME sector in mining area to 
organisation. support and contribute.

experience  having worked with 
t hem i s  good  s ince  t he  
collaborations with whom we have 
are very strong in technology and 
have reputation of  execution of  
various critical projects  we are sure 
their exposure and experience will 
add value to the bevcon immensely.

n my  view no ,but off late so many 
foreign companies opened 
manufacturing set ups in India by 
which we become upgraded in 
technology transfer and which will 
definitely leads to exports  the same 
machinery in the future.

YSR:   Hope your question is related to 
Indian material handling industry if 
so there is lot of innovation Indian 
industry has to go through to 
compete   global market  in my view 
whatever the R&d is taking place is 
just suffice for Indian market 
conditions definitely not for global 
market.

Yes there is  a apprehension in India 
with regard to Chinese technology 
but this is limited to specific areas , 
we have to admit the fact that 
Chinese have better exposure of 
technology  being one of the leading 
outsourcing country to the world for 
more than two decades. our 
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Sharp Decline in the Growth rate of Steel

There has been a sharp decline in  the growth rate of steel.   In  2011-12 (April-Dec) the Steel Sector had recorded a 
growth of  9.07 per cent,

During the corresponding period in the current fiscal it has declined to 3.61 per cent. This is a serious concern to the 
Economy growth of India.

There are five broad reasons: 

1.  Slowdown in domestic consumption of steel: Due to the slowdown in the economy, and especially in sectors 
where steel is consumed like Automobiles, White Goods, Construction and Infrastructure.

2.  Exports not taking off: The global economy, especially developed countries have been struggling to grow and steel 
demand has been practically absent there. Moreover countries like Indonesia has imposed anti-dumping duties on 
Indian steel companies where countries like Thailand has imposed safeguard duties.

3.  Rising Imports: There has been a surge in imports from countries like China, Korea and Japan. The latter two have 
been taking advantage of the low import duty under CEPA agreements that India has signed with them while China gets 
several implicit and explicit subsidies. All Steel Items should be excluded from FTAs in future.

4.  Declining Profitability due to raw materials scarcity leading to declining production levels of small and 
medium sized steel producers: There has been a substantial shortage in raw material availability (iron ore and coal) 
due to mining bans in Karnataka and Goa and states like Orissa reducing production. No fresh leases are getting 
accorded either. The reduced domestic availability has meant a) interrupted or disrupted supply in raw materials, b) 
rising input costs due to shortage in supply (in a manufacturing sector like steel, major part of the cost is that of raw 
materials, which has increased) and c) small steel manufacturers are unable to absorb higher priced imported raw 
materials. Overall thus steel manufacturers have been producing at a fraction of their installed capacity or shutting 
down their mills.

5.  Declining Profitability due to huge interests outgo leading to declining production by bigger steel producers: 
With the demand scenario not improving, prices have stagnated for finished steel. At the same time the interest rates 
have remained at an elevated level due to the downward stickiness of inflation (RBI has been reluctant to reduce rates 
as a result). This coupled with the rising input costs have led to a decline in profitability and stock accumulation. So the 
bigger steel manufacturers have also reduced production. Unavailability of raw materials is also an issue for them.

The bigger steel companies have made substantial capital expenditure towards Brownfield and Greenfield projects 
based on the huge forecasted domestic demand for steel. Roughly one million tonnes require about rupees 7000-8000 
Crores and almost all the big five-six players have added capacity. This has mostly been financed through borrowed 
capital and which in turn has resulted in huge interest outgo. Yet with current demand remaining sluggish, prices 
remaining depressed and interest rates remaining at elevated levels, profitability declined.

Thus overall, there are two demand side reasons, one supply side reason, one regarding raw materials and one a general 
reason which cumulatively have led to steel sector growth slowing down to 3.61%.

Mr. R.P. Nangalia, President-Corporate Relations, JSW Steel Limited
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Official Name: Population: (2011) 192 million.
GNI per capita PPP: $ 8,745 (year)Republica Federativa do Brasil
Ethnic groups: Brazil's population is short form: Brasil
derived from three main ethnic 

International long form: Federative  
sources. To the original inhabitants 

Republic of Brazil
(Indians) were added successive 

International short form: Brazil waves  of  Europeans (mainly 
ISO Country Code: br Portuguese) and Africans (mostly 
Local Time = Brazil lies within 4 from the sub-Saharan west coast, 
different time zones. belonging to the Bantu and to the 

Sudanic (Yoruba) ethnic groups).Southern Brazil uses daylight saving The Brazilian economy is the world's 
Religion: Roman Catholic (80%).time from October until February: +1 seventh largest by nominal GDP and 
Language: Brazilian Portuguese.hour the seventh largest by purchasing 
Literacy: 81% of adult population. power parity, as of 2012. Brazil is one C o u n t r y  C a l l i n g  C o d e :  + 5 5
Natural resources:  Iron ore, of the world's fastest growing major Capital City: Brasilia (pop. 2.1 million)
manganese, bauxite, nickel, uranium, economies, and its economic reforms GDF - Governo do Distrito Federal
gemstones, oil, wood, and aluminum. have given the  country  new The Federal District Government. (in Brazil has 12% of the world's fresh internat ional  recogni t ion and Portuguese) water. influence. Brazil is a founding member 

Other Cities: Agriculture products: Coffee, of the United Nations, the G20, CPLP, 
Sao Paulo (17.9 million), Rio de soybeans ,  wheat ,  r ice ,  corn ,  Latin Union, the Organization of 
Janeiro (10.7 million), Belo Horizonte sugarcane, cocoa, citrus; beef. I b e r o - A m e r i c a n  S t a t e s ,  t h e  
(2.6 million), Salvador (2.6 million), I n d u s tr i e s :  Tex t i l e s ,  s hoes ,  Organization of American States, 
Fortaleza (2.1 million), Recife (2.9 chemicals, cement, lumber, iron ore, Mercosul and the Union of South 
million), Porto Alegre (3 million), tin, steel, aircraft, motor vehicles and American Nations, and is one of the 
Curitiba (1.6 million). parts, other machinery and equipment. BRIC countries. Brazil is also one of 

Exports partners: USA 23%, the 17 megadiverse countries, home to Government:
A r g e n t i n a  6 . 1 % , C h i n a  6 % ,  diverse wildlife, natural environments, Ty p e :  F e d e r a t i v e  R e p u b l i c .
Netherlands 5.8%, Germany 4.2% and extensive natural resources in a Independence: 7 September 1822 

variety of protected habitats. Brazil is (2003)(from Portugal).
considered a middle power in Imports partners: USA 20%, Geography: international affairs, and has been Argentina 9.8%,Germany 8.7%, Japan 

Location: Eastern South America, identified as a potential superpower.5 . 2 % ,  C h i n a  4 . 4 %  ( 2 0 0 3 )  
bordering the Atlantic Ocean. Currency: Brazilian Real (BRL) Brazilian exports are booming, 
Area: 8.5 million km² (3 290 000 sq. 

creating a new generation of tycoons. Brazil, officially the Federative mi.); slightly smaller than the USA Major export products include aircraft, Republic of Brazil, is the largest Terrain: Dense forests in northern electrical equipment, automobiles, country in both South America and the regions including Amazon Basin; ethanol, textiles, footwear, iron ore, Latin American region. It is the world's semiarid along northeast coast; steel, coffee, orange juice, soybeans fifth largest country, both by mountains, hills, and rolling plains in and corned beef. The country has been geographical area and by population, the southwest, including Mato Grosso; expanding its presence in international with over 192 million people. It is the and coastal lowland. financial and commodities markets. As largest Lusophone country in the 
Climate:  Most ly  t ropica l  or  a sign of its economic progress, Brazil world, and the only one in the 
semitropical with temperate zone in has now the fourth largest car market in Americas. Brazil has a total area of 
the south. 2 the world.8,514,876.599 km  (3,290,000 sq mi), 

2People: Brazil is the world's tenth largest energy including 55,455 km  (21,411 sq mi) of 
Nationality: Brazilian. consumer with much of its energy water. 

Brazil – The Potential Superpower

By SSERC Bureau
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coming from renewable sources, The mining and the mineral processing Brazil has a diverse and sophisticated 
particularly hydroelectricity and together account for about 5% of the services industry as well. During the 
ethanol; nonrenewable energy is Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The early 1990s, the banking sector 

International Trade Data indicate that accounted for as much as 16 % of the mainly produced from oil and natural 
the mining,  steel ,  nonferrous GDP. Although undergoing a major gas. A global power in agriculture and 
metallurgy, and nonmetallic products overhaul, Brazil's financial services natural resources, Brazil experienced 
represent 21% of exports, 13% imports industry provides local businesses tremendous economic growth over the 
while accounting for 43% of the with a wide range of products and is past three decades. It is expected to 
Brazilian trade balance. attracting numerous new entrants, become a major oil producer and 

including U.S. financial firms. On exporter, having recently made huge To stimulate the sector's growth, the 
May 8, 2008, the São Paulo Stock oil discoveries. The governmental government created the 2030 National 
Exchange (Bovespa) and the São agencies responsible for the energy Mining Plan, a strategic tool to guide 
Paulo-based Brazilian Mercantile and policy are the Ministry of Mines and the mid and long-term policies and 
Futures Exchange (BM&F) merged, Energy, the National Council for contribute so that the mineral sector 
creating BM&FBOVESPA, one of the Energy Policy, the National Agency of becomes the pillar for the country's 
largest stock exchanges in the world. Petroleum, Natural Gas and Biofuels, sustainable development in the coming 
Also, the previously monopolistic and the National Agency of Electricity. decades.
reinsurance sector is being opened up 

The performance of the Brazilian In the Oil and Gas sector, the recent to third party companies.
economy in the recent past, the annual discovery of large reserves and the 

As of 31 December 2007, there were growth rate in 2012 was 0.9%, but the potential  for new discoveries 
an estimated 21,304,000 broadband economy is expected to grow around encourage further investment in 
lines in Brazil. Over 75 % of the 4% in 2013. In reference to the exploitation and production.
broadband lines were via DSL and 10 bilateral trade with India, the total The Brazilian industry receives a large % via cable modems.bilateral trade reached US$ 10.6 flow of investments, which benefits 

billion in 2012, with export of US$ 5.6 STEEL INDUSTRYboth the state and private-run 
billion and imports of US$ 5 billion. companies, domestic and foreign. Data The Brazilian steel industry is 
Despite the small decrease in the f rom December  2010 on the strategically placed in the country's 
bilateral trade with China in 2012, the exploitation of oil and gas production productive chain. Strategic importance 
country remains the main trading areas in Brazil and by concession of steel in the Brazilian Economy, the 
partner of Brazil. The total of trade last indicated the existence of 344 industry's production value corresponds 
year reached US$ 75.5 billion with exploitation blocks, 82 fields of to 4.8% of the overall economy, 
exports of US$ 41.2 billion and production development and 319 generating an impact of 4.0% on the 

2imports of US$ 34.3 billion. production fields totaling 311,000 km . GDP (considering direct, indirect and 
induced effects).The steel sector was MINERAL RESOURCES It is believed that 80 different operators 
responsible for the generation of 109 have plans to invest a total of about Brazil has the largest potential mineral 
thousand jobs in 2011 (direct and US$ 330 billion in this activity in the resources on the planet, with 55 types 
indirect). Steel production in Brazil in Country over the next 10 years.of minerals being mined. Iron is the 
2012 was 34.7 Mt, 1.5% lower than the main ore mined in the country, which INDUSTRY production in the previous year. The accounts for approximately 8% of iron Brazil has the second biggest industrial consumption per capita is around 140kg deposits in the world. Among the key sector in the Americas. Accounting for per inhabitant per year and the 

minerals found in Brazilian soil are 28.5 % of GDP, Brazil's diverse production capacity is presently around 
bauxite, copper, chromium, gold, tin, industries range from automobiles, 48Mt per year. The big sports events to 
nickel, manganese, zinc, potassium steel and petrochemicals to computers, take place in Brazil in 2014 and 2016 
and niobium. aircraft, and consumer durables. With might be adding a demand of 8Mt to 
The demand for mineral resources has increased economic stability provided the steel industry. It is notable that, in 
increased greatly in recent years and, by the Plano Real, Brazilian and view of the indirect and induced 
consequent ly,  p r ices  reached  multinational businesses have invested economic effects considered in the 
unprecedented levels. This is due heavily in new equipment and FGV study, approximately 3.0 million 
mainly to the growth of the economies technology, a large proportion of jobs, distributed among several 

which has been purchased from U.S. of emerging countries like China, India productive economic sectors, can be 
firms.and Brazil itself. attributed to the steel industry. 
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There are many advanced production 
and processing technologies available 
to the national steel industry, which 
permit the production of diverse steel 
products and provide for an installed 
capacity considerably superior to 
domestic demand. Presently, the 
sector's installed capacity is double 
annual domestic sales.

LARGEST COMPANIES

In 2011, 36 Brazilian companies were 
listed in the Forbes Global 2000 list - 
an annual ranking of the top 2000 
public companies in the world by 
Forbes magazine. The 13 leading 
companies were:

expected to continue rising in coming Brazil's population, and the nearly 45% 
years to 790 million tons by 2015, as the rise in wages over the past few years, 
sector receives $46.03 billion in have pushed up the demand for 
investments through 2016. automobiles, appliances, furniture and 

everything else that requires steel as a Having realized that its growth 
raw material.momentum might wil t  i f  the 
Thus, this happy union of sorts — the infrastructure deficit is not bridged, 
government's newfound zeal to Brazil has launched a sustained effort to 
improve infrastructure, the two mega build or improve ports, railroads, 

Brazil's production of iron ore, sporting events, and rising consumption airports, and roads. The Soccer World 
including pellets, rose 11% in 2012 of cars and appliances — guarantee an Cup and the Olympics, which Brazil is 
from 2011 to an estimated 510 million enormous rise in demand for steel in slated to host in 2014 and 2016, 
metric tons, though the value of exports Brazil in the coming years. Of course, respectively, are also adding to the sense 
declined because of lower prices, for the country's iron and steel industry of urgency. Eager to showcase the two 
according to the Brazilian Mining as a whole, these aren't the only mega sporting events to the world, 
Institute, or Ibram. positives. If the steel segment of the Brazil's federal government has already 

industry is projected to benefit from Iron ore, the main raw material used to drawn the blueprint to build and 
new domestic drivers, the iron segment make steel, is Brazil's most valuable upgrade stadiums and airports, as well 
is expected to continue growing on the export and the biggest destination for as spruce up urban infrastructure. 
strength of Chinese steel mills' appetite investments by the mining industry. The Riding on this infrastructure boom, the 
for iron ore.South American country in 2011 demand for steel in Brazil, already on 

accounted for nearly 17% of global the rise, is expected to increase manifold 
production. over the next few years. Clearly, the 
Brazil shipped out $30.99 billion of iron primary beneficiaries of this trend will 
ore in 2012, down 26% from 2011, as be steelmakers based in the country.
international prices for the mineral It's not just infrastructure though. The 
declined. growth in the size of the middle class, 
The country's production of iron ore is which now makes up more than half of 

R evenue Profits A sse ts
M arket 
V a lue

(billion $) (b illio n $) (billion $ ) (billion $)

4 Petrobras
O il &  G as  
O p eratio ns 138 .8 21 .26 3 13.25 238 .8 Rio  d e Jan eiro

20 Vale M ining 46.54 18 .12 1 32.86 184.96 Rio  d e Jan eiro

51 I taú  U n ib an co Bank in g 71.47 8 .37 5 07.84 115.08 São P aulo

64 Am bev Beverage 15 .9 4 .75 54.92 86.45 São P aulo

80 Banco  Brade sco Bank in g 52.43 6 .37 4 45.19 74.32 O sasco , SP

101 Banco  d o Brasil Bank in g 48.97 7 5 46.91 54.89 Brasilia

203 O G X

O il &  G as  
O p eratio ns 14.54 5 .51 6.74 39.23 Rio  d e Jan eiro

235 Itaúsa Conglom erates 66.44 2 .33 342.6 36.08 São P aulo

342 CSN Stee l &  Cement 9.34 1 .94 16.88 30.47 Rio  d e Jan eiro

398 Gerd au Iron &  Steel 23 .4 1 .49 27.66 23.18 Porto A legre

487 Eletrob ras U tilities 16 .4 1 .32 78.45 21.22 Rio  d e Jan eiro

547 U sim inas
M in in g &  
S id eru rgy 7.95 1 .02 18.95 19.33 Belo  Horizonte

640 Em b rae r

A ero space & 
D efense 6.14 1 .03 15.69 17.56

São Jo sé dos  
Cam pos , SP

W orld 
R ank C om pan y In dustry H ead quar ters
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INDIA IMPOSES 10% EXPORT TAX up nearly 24 steel projects including The  Commi t t ee  headed  by  Mr  
ON BAUXITE                      those of South Korean steel maker Posco Jagdambika Pal said that it expects the 

and SAIL. Ministry to furnish action taken on the The finance minister's budget proposal to 
matter within 3 months from now.impose a 10% export duty on bauxite on an The ministry has compiled a list of about 

ad valorem basis is likely to discourage 24 projects entailing an overall  Demanding the Steel Ministry to ensure 
exports of an important raw material for investment of over INR 2.60 trillion in allocation of mine to RINL the 
aluminium industry. the steel sector that are stranded for Committee said that the Ministry should 

reasons ranging from delays in getting make all efforts to get the state run firm It will thus benefit the domestic aluminium 
raw material to timely environmental licences for mining leases by the state sector,  l ike National Aluminium 
clearances. governments within a time frame.Company, Hindalco industries, Balco and 

Vedanta Aluminium. After both foreign and domestic steel In a separate report on Steel Authority of 
companies recently voiced their concerns India the Panel said the increased export India has reserves of good quality bauxite, 
over the delays that are leading to duty on iron ore will go a long way in estimated at 5th largest in the world, which 
increasing costs the steel ministry had a discouraging the export of scarce iron ore gives our aluminum industry a major cost 
day-long meeting to take stock of their to safeguard the future steel requirements advantage in terms of a secure raw material 
problems. of the country.base.
In the meeting the project promoters 

NO SCARCITY OF IRON ORE IN HINDUSTAN ZINC DIVESTMENT complained about lack of raw material 
INDIA - MINES MINISTER                MAY GET DELAYED security and difficult land acquisition 

The Indian government has budgeted INR Indian union minister of mines Mr Dinsha conditions. They also reiterated that the 
140 billion from residual stake sale in J Patel said that there is no scarcity of iron Union environment ministry must be 
companies like Hindustan Zinc. However, ore production in the country even after a asked to give timely clearances.
the government will need to wait a bit longer blanket ban on mining of the commodity in A top steel ministry official said that "The 
as the mines ministry has decided to revisit Goa and Karnataka. steel companies expressed concerns that 
every document related to HZL divestment.Mr Patel told media persons at the National delays in projects have upset their plant 
The long pending stake sale of government Conference on Mining in India organised commissioning schedules. The total 
share in Hindustan Zinc may get delayed by Assocham that “Our country has a steel envisaged investment in the steel sector is 
further as the mines ministries legal advisor production capacity of 60 to 70 Mt. Each about INR 2.676 trillion and most 
has suggested the ministry to revisit all tonne of steel requires about 1.6 tonne of companies have invested substantial 
divestment related issues of HZL.iron ore. We have that much production funds into their respective projects. For 
This includes verifying and rechecking happening.” example  POSCO sa id  t ha t  t he  
documents relating to cases relating to the environment ministry is yet to re-validate He however said that his ministry is 
company writ petition filed by Prashant the environmental clearance for its 12 Mt seeking legal opinion' from the law 
Bhushan in the Supreme Court, law ministries steel project in Orissa. It said that the ministry on the mining ban issue. Mr Patel 
advises, all Cabinet proposals and decisions Orissa government should hand over the said that “The matter is in court. The 
taken so far for the divestment of HZL.land acquired for its project.”Ministry is giving representations to the 
Law ministry, in its opinion had stated that apex court.”

NATURAL RESOURCES SHOULD since HZL was made a PSU under Metal He added that by 2020, India would 
B E  D E C L A R E D  N AT I O N A L Corporation Act which was passed by the have 100 Mt of steel production capacity 
WEALTH - PARLIAMENT PANEL             Parliament, divestment related matter will and there would be sufficient iron ore to 
Parliamentary panel said that the have to be approved via amendment to the feed the Indian steel mills.
government should take initiatives to said Act.
declare all natural resources, including NO TIMELINE FOR NEW STEEL The government on the other side has 
coal and iron ore as national wealth.POLICY FOR INDIA AS YET                        budgeted INR 140 billion from residual stake 
In a report on Rashtriya Ispat Nigam sale in companies like HZL. Also, Vedanta Indian minister of steel Mr Beni Prasad 
tabled in the Lok Sabha the Committee on Group had offered to buy 29.5% in HZL Verma has said that as the finalization of 
Public Undertakings said that "The where government has majority stake and it the new steel  policy  involves  
Committee reiterate that government also has shareholders approval for INR 250 detailed discussions with various 
should take all possible steps in stakeholders and with different ministries billion for buying government share in both 
consultation with state governments to & departments, at this stage it is difficult to HZL and Bharat Aluminium Company.
declare all mineral resources as natural indicate by when the new policy will be 
wealth.” P A R L I A M E N T A R Y  P A N E L  finalized.

REITERATES PROPOSAL FOR SAIL Taking a cue from the Supreme Court's 
STEEL MINISTER TO APPROACH RINL MERGER                 observations in RIL Vs RNRL case the 
CCI TO EXPEDITE PROJECTS                  panel said that Centre should take A Parliamentary Panel has again asked 
The steel ministry is knocking at the initiatives to declare all mineral resources government to consider its proposal of 
doors of the Cabinet Committee on merging Rashtriya Ispat Nigam and Steel including iron ore and coal as national 
Investment to iron out hurdles holding Authority of India.wealth.
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Committee on Public Undertaking has said in capital for such projects cannot be mobilized This duty will last for five years unless 
a recent report said that "While reiterating and the idea of raising infrastructure bonds by revoked earlier.
their recommendation on revisiting the the steel sector is not possible unlike the It will be applicable on flat base steel 
proposal for merger of RINL with SAIL the power sector. wheels (nominal diameter 16"-20") used 
Committee desire the government to clearly While states like West Bengal, Punjab, in tube tyre applications in  commercial 
specify its stand on the issue and apprise it on Uttar Pradesh, Kerala, Goa, Tamil Nadu vehicles.
the same.” and Gujarat have rejected the ministry's Wheels India Ltd, Chennai, and Kalyani 
The merger would help the two state run steel proposal, even mineral rich states like Lemmerz Ltd had filed the petition 
makers to acquire global size of operation it Jharkhand, Orissa and Chhattisgarh did seeking sunset review investigations  o n  
had earlier observed. The panel had also said not respond to it. flat base steel wheels imports from China.
that the merger would also enable them to Besides the ministries of coal, mines and rural Steel Strips Wheels Ltd had supported the 
synergize operation and bring down the cost development have firmly opposed setting up app l ica t ion  desp i te  hav ing  low 
of production. of UMSPs in the country saying that land and production.
The report however said that "The raw materials were scarce resources and Based on the recommendations of the 
Committee regret to note that the Action cannot be dedicated exclusively for such units Designated Authority in the final findings 
Taken Reply of the government is completely the steel ministry observed in a recent note. in the sunset review  investigations, 
silent on this aspect". Considering that each UMSP would require the revenue department has imposed anti-
SAIL is the largest steel maker in the country land to the tune of 4,000 to 6,000 acres along dumping  duty  on  such  wheels .
with the current production capacity at 14.6 with huge water requirements, none of the For all steel wheels produced and exported 
Mtpa. It has embarked on a capacity states were willing to oblige. by Zhengxing Wheel Group Co. Ltd, the 
expansion to take it to 26.2 Mtpa. The proposal was a non starter as steel is a de- revenue department has  imposed anti-
The Vizag based RINL currently has a regulated sector and investments in steel dumping duty of USD 512.64 a tonne.
capacity of 2.9 Mtpa. It is expected to go up to projects are based on market economics. The For any other producer and exporter of such 
6.3 Mtpa in the next fiscal. steel ministry, which mooted the proposal steel wheels, the anti-dumping duty has been 

does not have any regulatory or statutory pegged at USD 613 per tonne.
S T E E L  M I N I S T R Y  D R O P S  powers. But in case of UMPPs the states are 
PROPOSAL FOR ULTRA MEGA M R .  C . S .  V E R M A E L E C T E D  the beneficiaries in generation of power, 
STEEL PLANTS                      C H A I R M A N  O F  S C O P E                     unlike that of UMSPs.
The proposal by the steel ministry for ultra The SCOPE Elections 2013-15 for  
mega steel plants have been dropped. KUDANKULAM ATOMIC POWER Chairman, Vice Chairman and Members of 

WILL BE OPERATIONAL IN A the SCOPE Executive Board was conducted Indian steel minister Mr Beni Prasad Verma 
MONTH – PM                and completed in the most transparent had proposed that UMSPs be developed 

manner through hi-tech display of  votes along the lines of ultra mega power projects. Prime Minister Mr Manmohan Singh has said 
polled for the respective candidates in the But the proposal has been shelved since that “The controversial Kudankulam Unit I of 
presence of large many representatives from neither the finance ministry nor state the atomic power reactor in Tamil Nadu 
member  PSEs.   Votes cast stood at 78%.governments  support the plan. will become operational by next month.”
Dr. U.D. Choubey, Director General, SCOPE In its proposal the steel ministry had argued He gave this assurance to Russian President 
and Returning Officer, declared the results of that setting up these plants will bridge the Mr Vladimir Putin when the two met on the 
SCOPE Elections of the apex body and widening demand-supply gap of the metal sidelines of the BRICS summit.
notified it accordingly.since imports were rising. It had also Mr Singh told Mr Putin that “I am pleased to 

proposed a Steel Finance Corporation as a Following are the results:inform you that Kudankulam I will become 
special purpose vehicle on the lines of Power operational by next month. As for Units III Chairman   -  Mr. C.S. Verma, Chairman, 
Finance Corporation to finance the projects and IV we have secured all internal approvals Steel Authority of   India Limited
on a fast-track basis in the next few years. and we hope to operationalize our Vice Chairman  -     Mr. K.L. Dhingra, CMD, 
According to the proposal the SFC would cooperation on Unit III and IV.” ITI Limited. Newly Elected SCOPE 
have an initial corpus of INR 15 billion and it Executive Board Members are: Dr. A.K. The atomic power plant has been rocked by a 
would be conferred the status of a non Balyan, MD & CEO, Petronet LNG Ltd, major controversy with villagers in and 
banking finance corporation. But in its recent Mr. Nirmal Sinha, CMD, Handicrafts & around Kudankulam in Tirunelveli district 
comments the department of economic Handlooms  Exports Corporation of India; carrying out prolonged protests against the 
affairs of the finance ministry saw no merit in Mr. A.A. Naqvi, MD, National Backward commissioning of the plant. The protests 
setting up these plants with fiscal Classes Finance & Development intensified after the Fukushima disaster in 
concessions. Corporation; Mr. Jaiveer Srivastava, CMD, Japan last year.
It cited various doubts raised by certain Hindustan Prefab Limited; Mr. A.M.K. 

INDIA IMPOSES DUMPING DUTY ON quarters in respect of provisioning of land, Sinha, Director (P&BD), Indian Oil 
STEEL WHEELS FROM CHINA                   giving long term mineral concessions Corporation,  Mr. R.P. Tak, CMD, Cement 

through the competitive bidding route and The Finance Ministry has imposed definitive Corporation of India Limited; Mr. R. Mohan 
granting exemptions in Goods and Services anti dumping duty on steel wheels imported Das, Director (P&IR), Coal India Ltd; Mr. 
Tax. The DEA contended that large equity from China for use in commercial vehicles. R.K. Sinha, Director (HR), National Textile 
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Corporation Ltd, Dr. M. Ravi Kanth, CMD, able to complete the award of projects from the present INR 3.65 a unit to INR 
Projects & Development India Ltd; Mr. before the end of this fiscal. 5.37 on energy charges alone.
Radheshyam Mina, Director (Pers.), NHPC Low award by NHAI will badly impact the In addition they have also proposed a 
Ltd; Mr. M.M. Sharma, Director (Pers), State government's truncated target of awarding change in the HT categorisation for this 
Trading Corporation of India Ltd; Mr. S.P.S. 5,000 km for road projects in the current sector which would impose additional 
Bakshi, CMD, Engineering Projects (India) year. burden on some of the smaller units.
Ltd; Mr. Malay Chatterjee, CMD, After a robust performance in 2011 to 12 the Mr MR Prasad secretary general of the 
KIOCL Ltd; Mr. K.S. Jamestin, Director Budget set a target of 8,800 km of road association said that “The industry has 
(HR), Oil & Natural Gas Corporation Ltd; projects for 2012 to 13 which was later already suffered huge losses. Against a 
Mr. R.K. Gupta, CMD, WAPCOS Ltd; Mr. increased to 9,500 km by Prime Minister Mr capacity of about 250,000 tonne the industry 
B.B. Pattanaik, MD, Central Warehousing Manmohan Singh. Mid way the target was is today producing hardly 150,000 tonne. 
Corporation; Mr. R.G. Rajan, CMD, further revised downwards to 8,500 km and Given an average cost of INR 50,000 a tonne 
Rashtriya Chemicals & Fertilizers Ltd; Mr. further down to 5,000 km which is unlikely to you can imagine the losses.”
M.L. Shanmukh, Director (HR), Bharat be achieved. Power constitutes 40% to 70% of the 
Electronics Ltd; and Mr. Anoop Kumar NHAI together with the road transport production cost of ferro alloys used by the 
Mittal, Director (Projects), National ministry will likely be able to award 2,300. steel industries.
Buildings Construction Corporation Ltd.

INDIAN RAILWAYS TO HIKE The new Executive Board of SCOPE will INDIAN STEEL SCRAP IMPORT IN 
FREIGHT RATE BY 5.7% FROM APR 1                assume Office w.e.f. 1st April 2013. FY13 MAY TOUCH 8 MILLION 
The transportation of goods including food TONNES

VISIT BY DR PETER HODGSON TO IT grains, edible oil, cement, coal and iron ore Data compiled by the Metal Recycling 
BHU                         will be costlier from April 1 as the freight rate Association of India forecasts India's ferrous 
Mr Peter Hodgson director, Institute for is being revised by about 5.7% to absorb the scrap import to set a record at 7.5 Mt in 2012-
Frontier Materials, Deakin University, rising fuel cost by railways. 13, almost 25% more from the previous year 
Australia visited the Department of Railways have proposed to implement the and a sharp 50% jump from 2010-11.
Metallurgy on the 11th of March. He gave a fuel adjustment component-linked revision The Sponge Iron Manufacturers '  
brief presentation on the frontier areas of in  f r e igh t  in  the  Ra i l  Budge t . Association says ferrous scrap import will 
Metallurgy and Material Science in which Railways aim to mop up INR 42 billion from record 8 Mt this year.
research is being conducted at his University. the freight hike. Between April 2012 and January 2013, the 
He was then accompanied by the faculty The loading target for the next fiscal have import shot up to almost 7 Mt as against 4.9 
members to have a glimpse on the facilities been kept at 1047 Mt, 40 Mt more than the last Mt in the same period of the previous 
and Laboratories the Department is equipped year. financial year.
with.

AP BASED FERROALLOY MAKERS GOVERNMENT RAISES USD 116 
NHAI PROJECT AWARD TOUCHES TO CUT OUTPUT 50%                     MILLION FROM NALCO STAKE 
NEW LOW OF 787 KM IN FY13                     The INR 15 billion ferro alloys industry in SALE 
The National Highways Authority of India has Andhra Pradesh fears it may have to Government raised USD 116 million by 
reached a new low in project awards, managing drastically cut production if not close down selling shares in state run National 
only 787 km in 2012 to 13 a level last seen completely, if the State Government goes Aluminium Company Limited taking the 
in 2008 to 09 when the global economy ahead with its proposed power tariff increase government closer to its fundraising target to 
witnessed its worst ever slowdown. from April. reduce the budget deficit.
The global slowdown following the sub Smarting under a severe energy shortage, the The single day NALCO auction received 
prime crisis in the United States had its effect 30 or so units in the State that account for bids for a total of 156.94 million shares at 
on NHAI's performance, which could award almost 30% of India's production of this input a weighted average price of INR 40.05 
only 6 projects spanning 600 km. material are already operating at just 50% stock exchange data showed. The 

capacity levels.The dismal performance during the current government's holding in the company 
year in terms of project awards was preceded will come down to 81%.So far 3 to 4 units have shut down production 
by high performance in 2011 to 12 when the with another 10 bracing themselves for this Government was selling 128.86 million 
NHAI and the highways ministry together eventuality in the coming months. shares or a 5% stake with an option to sell 5% 
had awarded a record 8,000 km of projects. more at a minimum offer price of INR 40 per Mr R.K Saraf, Chairman of the AP Ferro 
Of that, around 6,000 km were awarded by share. The share sale is part of the Alloys Producers Association said that “At 
NHAI and the rest by the road transport government's divestment drive to help restrict present the industry is able to draw only 55% 
ministry. the fiscal deficit to 5.2% in the year ending of energy and we are operating hardly 50% of 

March 31, to avoid becoming the first of the Officials in NHAI said that their board is our capacity. There is an imminent danger 
BRIC economies to have its credit rating likely to take up the proposal for another that this industry will have a premature death 
downgraded.500 km of road projects in its meeting to be in Andhra Pradesh.” The discoms have now 

held in third week of March. But it will be Including the NALCO issue, the government proposed a 42% increase in tariff for this 
difficult for the highways authority to be has raised nearly USD 4.1 billion through the sector which would push up power cost 
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sale of shares in state owned companies so far G O V E R N M E N T U P D AT E  O N  % in the April-February period this year.”
this fiscal year. It expects to launch this month POLLUTION BY STEEL PLANTS                     Feedback received from the companies is that 
a 10.82% stake sale in steelmaker Steel in the next three-four months they do not see Minister of Steel B. P.Verma has said that 
Authority of India Limited that could raise any significant improvement, even new model Central Pollution Control Board carries 
about USD 550 million, taking it close to its launches are unlikely to lift the sentiments.out surprise inspections of industries 
divestment target of USD 4.4 billion for the including Iron & Steel Plants under 
fiscal year. IRON ORE EXPORTS LIKELY TO BE Environmental Surveillance Program.

IN SINGLE DIGITS IN FY14 – FIMI                        In a written reply in the Lok Sabha he said that GOVERNMENT RAISES INR 15.21 Iron ore exports may remain in the range of according to available information from BILLION FROM SHARE SALE IN 8 to 9 Mt in the next financial year and the Central Pollution Control Board 63 Iron & SAIL              country may become a net importer of the Steel Plants were inspected by them during State owned Steel Authority of India commodity.2007 to 2012 and 24 plants were found to Limited's share sale issue was fully Vice President of the Federation of Indian have major non compliance. Directions under subscribed as per provisional data available Mineral Industries Mr Basant Poddar said Section 5 of Environment Act 1986 were on the exchanges. that "Exports will not go beyond single digit issued to 08 plants and under Section 18 (1) SAIL OFS got bids for 241.3 million shares figure in the next financial year while imports (b) of Air Act 1981 and Water Act 1974 were compared to 240.3 million shares on offer. are likely to be in the double digits making the issued to the concerned State Pollution The OFS was subscribed 100.40 % at an country a net importer of iron ore.”Control Boards in respect of 16 plants.indicative bid price of INR 63.07 per share. The ban on mining in many producing regions Mr Verma said that Government has been The government, which is selling its 5.82 per like Karnataka, Goa and Odisha has impacted pursuing adoption of latest environment cent stake in the company, have raised about iron ore exports resulting in a drop of 68.27% friendly technologies. The report of the INR 1,521 crore from the stake sale. in shipments during the April to January Working Group on Steel Industry for the 12th Shares of SAIL have been under pressure in period of the current fiscal to 16.34 Mt.5 Year Plan enlists such measures. Under the the year 2013 and have already corrected The country is likely to import around 20 Mt ongoing modernization/ expansion nearly 30 per cent so far in the calendar year of iron ore in the current financial year due programme of Steel Authority of India hit by weak demand for steel across the globe. to insufficient availability of ore in the Limited about INR 50 billion are being spent 
country. Referring to production in the next INDIAN STEEL IMPORTS SURGE BY on Environment Management Schemes. 
fiscal, Mr Poddar said that it would not be 17.5% IN APRIL TO JANUARY                Similarly Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Limited has 
more than 120 Mt. He said that "It will take 2 Steel imports during the April to January also been investing about INR 12.83 billion 
to 3 years to normalise the operations.period of the current fiscal increased on such measures during ongoing 

17.5% to 6.567 Mt, up from 5.587 Mt modernization/expansion programs.
STEEL MINISTER UNVEILS “INDIAN during the same period of FY 12 according 
SAGA OF STEEL”to government data. CAR SALES SEE SHARPEST FALL IN 
The book brought out by the Ministry of The data compiled by the Steel Ministry's 12 YEARS
Steel, chronicles the progress of the Indian Joint Plant Committee pegged flat steel Weak demand saw the domestic automobile 
Steel Industry and details the various imports at 5.763 Mt for the period under industry's sales drop by a little over 5 % in 
milestones achieved by the industry, right review. February against the same month last year.
from its initial years to the present times. Imports of non flat steel were recorded at Passenger car sales were the worst hit, The book comprising nine chapters, details 0.804 Mt rising 29% over the same period declining by nearly 26 %, according to data the initial forays made by Indian steel of the last fiscal. released by Society of Indian Automobile industry in areas of steel making and the 

Manufacturers (SIAM). This was the STEEL MAKERS HAVE INVESTED repute of Indian steel making over the ages. 
sharpest fall reported in the last 12 years. The INR 916.56 BILLION IN ODISHA SO This apart, the brief profiles of main and 
last such drop was in December 2000, when FAR                              major steel companies across the country 
sales declined by 40 %.According to the Odisha government steel also find a mention in the book. Areas of 
With a just few days left for this fiscal year makers that have signed MoUs with the R&D, New Technologies, Environment and 
to end, the industry body said it was certain Odisha government have so far invested INR CSR also find lucid mentions in the book. 
that car sales would decline this year, the 916.56billion, nearly 46% of the total The efforts made by leading corporates in 
first decline since 2002-03. In the two-investment of INR 1.98trillion envisaged in areas apart from steel making, make for 
wheeler segment, while motorcycle sales the sector. interesting reading. Photographs of various 
declined by 4 %, scooter sales grew by 3 In all 49 steel players have signed MoUs with plant units and corporate responsibility 
%. Three-wheelers sales grew by 5 % the state government of which 30 have started measures etc add to the look and feel of the 
during the month. Commercial vehicle production on a partial scale. A large chunk of book. A film on the Indian Steel Industry 
sales were hit, reporting a 11 % decline.investments have flown from small and was also screened on the occasion. 

medium scale firms with steel making Usually, the last month of the fiscal sees 
capacity of below 1 Mtpa. In total the the highest sales. Even if that were to SAIL PLANS INR 13000 CRORE 
operational steel players have achieved a happen, it is unlikely to meet the forecast CAPEX IN 2013-14                            
combined steel output of 12.66 Mtpa. of a growth of 0-1 % as it is down by 4.64 Steel Authority of India plans to spend INR 
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130 billion next fiscal to part fund ongoing for HCL among all operating mines of the BMM ISPAT ORDER A NEW COMBI 
expansion which will take its installed company. It got adversely impacted due to CASTER FROM SMS CONCAST                      
capacity to over 24 Mtpa. falling ore grade, increase in wage due to BMM Ispat from Hospet, Karnataka has 
The proposed investment represents an pay revision and rise in cost of power and ordered a combined-caster from SMS 
increase of INR 10 billion than SAIL is fuel in recent times. Concast, Switzerland. The caster ensures 
expected to put in the current fiscal but INR 15 improved machine availability and increases 

MR MISTRY COMMISSIONS COKE billion lower than the budgetary estimate for productivity for BMM Ispat. With the new 
OVEN AT  TATA  STEEL          the current fiscal the 2013- 14 Budget caster, BMM Ispat will produce 1.1 Mt of 
TATA Sons chairman Mr Cyrus Mistry documents revealed. b i l l e t s  a n d  r o u n d s  p e r  y e a r .
commissioned and inaugurated the Coke The entire expenditure proposed for the next In the first phase of BMM Ispat's 
Oven Battery and By Product Plant at steel fiscal will be funded by SAIL from its internal expansion plan, SMS Concast supplies a 
plant's Jamshedpur facility.resources. SAIL has 14 Mtpa steel making high-speed 1 x 5- (optional six- strand) 
Built at a production capacity of 0.7 Mtpa the capacity and post-expansion, costing a total combi-caster, which produces different 
Coke Oven Battery #10 and By Product Plant of INR 720 billion, it will go up to 24 Mtpa. sections in both square and round formats.
operates with 88 ovens and was the largest Out of the INR 130 billion capex for next This machine is fully equipped to cast 
battery unit at the Jamshedpur works.fiscal Bhilai Steel Plant is proposed to get challenging steel grades like spring steel, 
It will also produce By Product of Coke the highest share at INR 59billion for free-cutting steel, bearing steel, pipe 
oven gas, Coal Tar and Pure Sulphur.installation of a 700 tonne per day oxygen grades, microalloyed and structural steels. 
Mr Mistry chairman of TATA Sons and plant, a hot metal de- sulphurisation unit High product quality is ensured by using 
TATA Steel said that "It is befitting that the and a railway track. copper mold tubes with CONVEX 
Coke Oven Battery #10 is being The second highest fund allocation has been technology ® by SMS Concast.
inaugurated on the Founder's Day.”envisaged for Rourkela Steel Plant in which a The new caster will give BMM Ispat a 
Mr HM Nerurkar MD of TATA Steel said that total of INR 24 billion would be spent for competitive edge in achieving a lower 
"It was a challenging project and there was expansion and a 700tonne oxygen plant and a conversion cost.
not a single safety issue faced since its coke oven gas holder among others. The expansion project includes the plan to 
inception.”A sum of INR 18 billion has been earmarked increase annual steel manufacturing 

for expansion of SAIL's IISCO Steel Plant capacity to about 2 Mt in two phases. With SANGAM GROUP MAHALAXMI TMT 
and rebuilding a coke oven battery. the capacity expansion, BMM Ispat will STARTS PRODUCTION                     
The Bokaro Steel Plant of the company become the second largest steel producer Bhilwara based Sangam Group said that its 
would get INR 14.25 billion for expansion in the state of Karnataka, India.INR 6.50 billion steel venture, Mahalaxmi 
and setting up of a steel processing unit at Commissioning of the combi-caster is TMT has started production at its 
Bettiah among others. scheduled for November 2013. Maharashtra facility.
An outlay of INR 9 billion has been proposed It said that "The Group has invested close to JSW STEEL TO COMMISSION AUTO to be spent towards capacity expansion at INR 5billion in its new steel venture G R A D E  S T E E L  P L A N T  I N  SAIL's Durgapur Steel Plant and installation Mahalaxmi TMT. The group has drawn a SEPTEMBER         of a steel processing unit at Kangra. capex of INR 6.50 billion for its new 
SAIL also plans to invest INR 250million venture.”
and INR 450million at Alloy Steels Plant 

GANGOTRI IRON LAUNCHES GISCO and Salem Steel Plant respectively.
DURAMAXX 500D                             The remaining INR 5.05 billion has been 
Gangotri Iron & Steel Company Ltd has provided for its raw material division 
launched a new brand GISCO Duramaxx Central Units of the firm and Chandrapur 
500D at a recently concluded event Ferro Alloy Plant for various ongoing and 
attended by over 700 retail counters. new schemes.
GISCO Duramaxx 500D is the first 
product in Bihar to have been awarded HCL TO INVEST INR 5.33 BILLION IN 
with ISI FE 500 D certification which KCC                   
provides guarantee of quality safety and Hindustan Copper will spend about INR 5.33 
reliability of product to the customer.billion to treble production capacity at its 
Bihar having been categorized as a Seismic Khetri Copper Complex in the next 5 years.
Zone needs specialized and highest quality The company has taken steps to enhance the 
TMT products to ensure safety of ore production of KCC mines from current 1 
construction.The company claims GISCO Mt to 3.1 Mt with modern equipment and 
Duramaxx 500D through its superior technology. Rajasthan based KCC's 
characteristics is the best suited product production had come down to 1 Mt in 2011 to 
for such earthquake prone area.2012 from 1.5 Mt in 2008 to 2009 but its 
The company expected turnover of more production cost was on the rise.
than INR 5billion in FY 2013 to 14.The cost of production in KCC is the highest 

JSW Steel will commission the first phase 
of its new 2.3 Mt plant which will produce 
high grade automotive steel by September 
this year.
The new plant is envisaged to get INR 
40.25 billion investment and is being 
developed in technical collaboration with 
Japan's JFE Steel Corporation the second 
l a r g e s t  s h a r e h o l d e r  o f  J S W.
Out of 2.3 Mt they are commissioning 
phase I of 1 Mt in September. The second 
phase will come in next year at the same 
time.
The new capacity will help JSW in 
meeting the demand of automobile 
industry for high end products like dual 
phase steel and strip steel as well.
As per the company, the under construction 
complex will have 2.3 Mtpa of pickling cum 
coupled tandem cold rolling mill, 1.9 Mtpa 
continuous annealing lines and 0.4 Mtpa 
galvanising cum galvannealing line.
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SAIL TO INVEST INR 29.52 BILLION JSPL TO REACH 14 MILLION TONNE JSW PUTS EXPANSION PLAN ON 
ON GUA MINE                       CAPACITY BY 2015                 HOLD ON IRON ORE ISSUES               
Steel Authority of India has earmarked an Jindal Steel and Power is planning to invest JSW Steel has put on hold the INR 26.95 
investment of INR 29.52 billion for INR 230 billion in next three years to increase billion 2 Mt expansion plans in 2013-14 of 
expanding capacity of its Gua iron ore mine its steel making capacity to 14 Mt. Karnataka's Vijayanagar plant, which has 
and setting up of beneficiation and pellet JSPL Deputy Managing Director and CEO 10 Mt capacity, due to the continued iron 
plants in Jharkhand. Steel Business Mr VR Sharma told reporters ore shortages.
The proposal for capacity expansion and that "We will invest a total of INR 230 billion Mr Seshagiri Rao joint MD & CFO of JSW 
setting up of 12.5 Mtpa beneficiation and 4 till the end of 2015. Out of this, we plan to said that “We have put it on hold as far as the 
Mtpa pellet plant was approved 'in-principle' raise INR 120 billion debt, while rest will be expansion from 10 Mt to 12 Mt is concerned 
by SAIL Board . funded f rom internal  accruals .” at Vijayanagar. We want this iron ore situation 
Tender documents are also in the last lap of Of this, about INR 140 billion will be invested to improve before we do the expansion.”
finalization and SAIL is in the process of on JSPL's upcoming 6 Mt steel plant in He said “We have not really spent big money 
obtaining necessary clearances for the Odisha. The company has plans to on it and have not placed the orders. So it is on 
project. commission the first phase of the plant, hold.”
Due to non availability of sinter making having 1.8 Mt capacity, in the next quarter, KIOCL PLANS RARE EARTH 
facility at Burnpur the fines generated in while rest of the units will get operational by VENTURE IN KERALA WITH SAIL                    
the due course of production got 2015. KIOCL Ltd plans to set up a rare earth joint 
accumulated in the mine and remained Mr Sharma said that besides, JSPL will be venture project with Steel Authority of India 
unutilized. After merger of IISCO and utilising about INR 90 billion on its Limited in Kerala and may also take state 
SAIL there is no addition of fines to the another greenfield venture, having 3 Mt g o v e r n m e n t  a s  a  p a r t n e r .
dump as freshly generated fines from the capacity, in Jharkhand's Patratu and on The state units that may be involved in the 
mining process is being consumed in other expanding its Oman plant by another 2 Mt. proposed project include Kerala State 
steel plants of SAIL. Installation of Industrial Development Corporation and 
beneficiation and pellet plants will enable JSPL SELECTS LURGI FOR COAL TO Kerala Mineral Development Corporation.
utilization of fines dumped over the years. LIQUID PROJECT                          The ministry of steel is understood to be 
Gua mine started operations in 1919 and was Jindal Steel and Power announced signing of involved in the deliberations on the project 
a captive mine for IISCO for its Burnpur a pact with Lurgi for roping it in as the proposal. In January, the steel secretary, in a 
plant. SAIL proposes to increase iron ore technology partner for its Coal to Liquid letter to the Kerala Chief Secretary, sought the 
mining capacity at the Gua mine in Jharkhand project JSPL deputy MD & CEO (Steel state government's intervention in 
to 10 Mtpa from the existing level of 2.4 Mtpa. Business) Mr VR Sharma told PTI “We have recommending suitable mineral rights in the 

entered into a MoU with Lurgi of Germany s ta te  for  the  proposed venture .RINL TURNOVER IN FEBRUARY for CTL technology but without any Last September, KIOCL had first announced SURGES BY 22% YOY                      investment participation from Lurgi in the to the Kerala government its intention of Rashtriya Ispat Nigam has clocked 22% project.” taking up a titanium mining and mineral 
growth in revenue in February at INR 14.65 He said "Using Lurgi's technology, three separation project. In October, as a follow up, 
billion despite its production getting products can be produced methanol, gasoline the CMD of KIOCL, the Additional 
hampered for 4 days during the month. and high speed diesel. The technology Secretary and Financial Advisor to the Steel 
Sales volume of 393,000 tonne and turnover produces any of the three or all the three. It is Ministry, and a Director of SAIL had met the 
of INR 14.65 billion are the best monthly very difficult to say, as of today, which will be Kerala Chief Minister.
performances in the current financial year. the product.”
Steel price had to be adjusted during the JSPL PLANS TO EXPAND RAIGARH Mr Sharma also said for other products, JSPL 
month due to sluggish demand and as a result PLANT CAPACITY is looking for technology partners from the 
of that the increased turnover would not have Jindal Steel and Power Limited plans to US and Europe, other than Lurgi. He added 
much positive impact on the company's enhance the steel making capacity at its “However, there are no talks going on with 
profitability. Raigarh plant in Chhattisgarh by 7 Mtpa in any of the Chinese companies.”
Recording just a 4% growth in production two phases at an estimated cost of INR 240 Mr Sharma said JSPL did not tie up with 
over the same month last year, RINL billion.South Africa's Sasol because the technology 
produced 311,000 tonne steel in Mr VR Sharma deputy MD and CEO Steel provided by the firm can't absorb high ash 
February'13. Business said “Raigarh is our first plant and coal which is in abundance in India.
The subdued production is to some extent due we have 3 Mt steel making capacity there at JSPL's subsidiary, Jindal Synfuels, would 
to Andhra Pradesh government's restriction in present. We plan to increase the plant capacity develop the project in Odisha's Angul district 
the off take of power. The state government by 7 Mt in two phases in which a total of at a total cost of INR 550 billion.
has already imposed INR 800million penalty INR 240 billion investments will be The Frankfurt based Lurgi is an engineering 
on RINL, allegedly for drawing more power required.”firm with hi tech expertise in the entire 
than permitted. RINL generated 227 MW He told “In the first phase, it intends to expand process chain of CTL projects. It also has a 
power for captive consumption in February the plant capacity by 4 Mt with INR 150 wholly owned subsidiary in India Lurgi India 
up 2% over the same month last year. billion investments and by 3 Mt in the second Company.
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phase with INR 90 billion outlays.” The unit to have an employee strength of power plant and rolling mill. It has an 
He added that that the first phase is about 100 incorporates the latest Rolls installed capacity of 300,000 tonnes of 
expected to be completed within three Royce manufacturing techniques for special steels, mainly focused on the 
years after the commencement of work. making 130 different compressor parts. automotive market.
Sharma said the required investment in the Incorporated in July 2010 IAMPL is a Mr André B Gerdau Johannpeter CEO of 
proposed expansion would be less compared 50:50 JV company of HAL and Rolls Gerdau said “This is a new and very 
to a Greenfield plant as all the necessary Royce. The JVC is will have about 225 important chapter in Gerdau's history. As 
infrastructure is already in place. vendors initially. we begin our 112th year of business, the 
Mr Sharma said though JSPL has requested The facility will include latest machine start of the production of special steel in 
the state government to allow the proposed tools,  computerized maintenance India represents our expansion to an 
capacity expansion at the existing location of management systems metal spray booths important country, with an impressive 
its steel plant, the state has been insisting on and non destructive testing lines. cultural richness, good economic 
setting up a new plant at a separate location The production facility incorporates the prospective and very dedicated people.”
keeping in mind the need for development of latest Rolls Royce manufacturing 
other parts of the state. techniques  and  wi l l  c rea te  job  SUNCOKE ENERGY AND VISA STEEL 

opportuni t ies  for  highly ski l led LAUNCH JV 
E L E C T R O S T E E L  S T E E L S  technicians and engineers in India. SunCoke Energy Inc and VISA Steel 
COMMISSIONING PUTS CHINESE The facility will begin manufacturing Limited announced the official launch of 
TECHNOLOGY ON TEST                      production components later this year. their cokemaking JV in India. The new JV 
Electrosteel Steels Ltd Commissioned their HAL Chairman Mr R K Tyagi pointed out will be called VISA SunCoke Limited. 
Steel Making Shop on 4th March, 2013 and that HAL and Rolls Royce have been SunCoke Energy holds a 49% interest in 
C a s t e r  o n  1 2 t h  M a r c h  2 0 1 3 . s t r a t e g i c  p a r t n e r s  f o r  l o n g . the JV with VISA Steel holding the 
The steel plant is not just the first in India to He said that "This is a step towards remaining 51%. SunCoke has invested 
be  bu i l t  en t i r e ly  wi th  Chinese  indigenous production activities in the approximately INR 3.68 billion to acquire 
collaboration but also probably the first to crucial aero-sector. The state of the art a 49% stake in the JV.
be constructed by a Chinese workforce, facility in Bangalore will produce VISA SunCoke Limited is comprised of 
almost 2,000 Chinese workers built it. The components for the technologically 400,000 tonne heat recovery coke plant 
plant has a capacity of 2.5 Mt a year. advanced Trent family of civil aero and the associated steam generation units 
The company roped in Chinese steel major engines as well as for a number of marine at Kalinganagar in Odisha.
Laiwu Steel Group to construct the plant and energy gas turbines.”
and maintain it till production is ramped up HAL started producing the Orpheus MR ANSHUMAN DAS IS NOW 
to capacity. 95% of the equipment was engine under licence followed by PERMANENT CMD OF NALCO                   
imported from China. maintenance of the Gnome engine and the The Public Enterprises Selection Board 
The Chinese route has saved INR 42.50 501 K industrial gas turbine. HAL is the (PESB) under Union ministry of 
billion in the setting up of a new steel plant for production agency of Rolls Royce's Adour personnel, public grievances and pension 
Electrosteel and also completed the 804/811 engine for the Jaguar aircraft of has recommended the name of Mr 
construction of the plant and commissioning I A F  s i n c e  1 9 8 1 .  H A L i s  n o w  Anshuman Das as the permanent CMD of 
it within 5 years. manufacturing the Adour MK 871 for the National Aluminium Company.
Mr AV Shah chief sales and marketing officer new Hawk Advanced Jet Trainers. PESB chose Mr Das, director (commercial) 
of Electrosteel Steels said “Traditionally, cum acting CMD of Nalco, from 10 
Indian steel companies have relied on GERDAU BUYS OUT KALYANI candidates who took the interview for the 
German suppliers for equipment and STAKE AND RENAMES IT AS top post, two of whom were from Nalco. 
technology to set up plants. Had we followed GRADAU                      Mr Das has been continuing as the acting 
the same route, the equipment alone would Gerdau, the leading producer of long steel in CMD since August 2012.
have cost us at least 30% more. The Chinese Brazil and one of the largest suppliers of 
are also known for fast execution of projects. special steel in the world, announced majority JSW STEEL TO IMPORT 5 MILLION 
If not for almost a year that we lost because of ownership of its first plant in Asia at Tadipatri, TONNE IRON ORE - MR NOWAL                  
the work being held up we would have Ananthpur District, Andhra Pradesh, India JSW Steel plans to import 5 Mt iron ore to 
completed the project much earlier. Work had and change of the operation name from operate plants in Salem, Tamil Nadu and 
been stalled due to visa problems faced by the K a l y a n i  G e r d a u  t o  G e r d a u . Dolvi near Mumbai.
Chinese workers.” In 2007, Gerdau entered into a joint venture JSW's director & CEO Mr Vinod Nowal said 

with Kalyani group company Kalyani Steels that “JSW plans to import about 5 Mt iron ore 
Limited to acquire SJK Steel Plant Ltd with annually to meet the requirements of the 2 HAL-ROLLS ROYCE PRODUCTION 
an equal partnership of 45% each to form a plants ti l l  the crisis continues.”FACILITY OPENED IN BANGALORE                     
JV. Post acquisition of Kalyani's shares, the He said "We are importing for Salem plant as The INR 1.35 billion International Aerospace 
operation is now majority owned by Gerdau. well as JSW Ispat's Dolvi plant. They are very Manufacturing production facility a JV 
Recently, the plant started operations of its close to ports so they have moved to import between Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd and 
blast furnace, melt shop, sinter plant, basis actually.”Rolls-Royce was inaugurated.
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He said that "We are sourcing almost 80% was the chief guest, Mr Mittal said that "I do Furnace has already produced 1 Mt of Hot 
of the requirements. It is about 5 Mt but not want to give you any timeline about my metal which would be doubled in 2013 to 14 
depends on cargo available, depends on Indian projects. India is not my top priority for and several new products have also been 
Odisha- Jharkhand, there are so many investment it is top priority as a country but planned in the ensuing year.
combinations.” not a top priority for investment.” The challenging tasks include dovetailing of 
He added that “The company is sourcing the Mr Mittal said that "In spite of the fact that existing units with new units stabilization of 
ore from Australia and South American European steel demand is down by 30% there new units and ramping up of production.
countries and has already received some are many countries around the world like 

NALCO AND MINES MINISTRY INK parcels at Tuticorin port and JNPT Mumbai.” American region, emerging markets like 
MOU Salem unit is using Tuticorin port in Tamil India, China, Africa, all these countries will 
National Aluminium Company Limited has Nadu for imports, while Dolvi is sourcing continue to grow. Globally the demand for 
signed an agreement with the Union Ministry through JNPT, Mumbai. steel would continue to grow at 3 to 3.5%.”
of Mines regarding physical and financial Overall, the company needs about 23 Mt of He added that "We have to take action to re 
targets for 2013 to 2014 financial year.iron ore annually to produce steel at its size our operating footprint to the reality of 
As per the Memorandum of Understanding optimum capacity. the demand scenario.”
signed in New Delhi between Union Mines 
secretary Mr RH Khwaja and Nalco POSCO HOPES TO COMMISSION IN RINL EYES TIE UP WITH SRI LANKAN 
Chairman and Managing Director Mr EARLY 2018                      FIRM 
Ansuman Das the sales turnover target has The much delayed POSCO mega steel plant Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Ltd is looking for a Sri 

in Odisha's Jagasinghpur district might be been fixed at INR 77.57 billion which is about Lankan Company to enter into a tie up for 
commissioned in 2018. A press release 10 % higher than that of the current fiscal.manufacturing steel products there.
issued by POSCO India said that "Hoping to As regards physical performance, Nalco RINL Director Mr T K Chand said that the 
get the required land in this year, the first has been given an annual production target Company has already called for expression of 
phase 8 Mtpa Integrated Steel Plant may get of 0.6450 Mt of bauxite, 0.215 Mt of interest from Sri Lankan steel rod and bar 
commissioned in the early 2018.” alumina, 0.405 Mt of aluminium and manufacturers for the tie-up and the process 
Stating that the South Korean steel major was power generation of 6341 million units.of selection of the partner may come to a final 
awaiting the state government's handover of the Among new projects, the proposed milestones stage by May. According to him the steel 
required 2,700 acre for the first phase 8 Mtpa would be a new alumina refinery in Gujarat, maker on its part will supply billets for steel plant, it said the company was expecting the addition of a new stream of 0.10 Mt in the conversion into CTD/TMT rebars and land soon and begin land preparation work. existing alumina refinery based on Pottangi structurals on wet-leasing basis in Sri Lanka.It said that "After the handover of the land the first bauxite deposit, Nalco's third wind power He added that “We will not make any 2 years will be for rehabilitation, secure the 

project at Damanjodi and the solar power investments into the plant. We are looking for land and land preparation works while the 
project at any suitable location in the country.a party with minimum three years experience construction work is expected to take around 
Besides, the company has set targets for on in conversion of billets into CTD/TMT rebars 36 months.” It said that “Though the project 
going Utkal-E coal mine project at Angul and and structurals and having valid licence for was delayed the company felt encouraged by 
upgradation of 4th stream of alumina refinery positive movements and expected the land production. The entire capacity of SPU/RM 
at Damanjodi. As part of its Corporate Social clearance work to be completed soon.” shall be dedicated to RINL.”
Responsibility activity, Nalco shall continue POSCO India said that it expected to soon be Another senior official said that the RINL is 
to provide free education to 250 tribal able to fully support its already operational looking at a plant with 150,000 tonne per 
children of peripheral villages of Mines and downstream facilities in India and create a annum capacity plant in the South Asian 
Refinery complex at Damanjodi.synergy effect thereby successfully serving country. The official said that they would look 

Indian industries. at a new manufacturing either in Hambantota CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY As a responsible corporate house, it said that or Trincomalee areas of the island nation so DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL (CIDC) POSCO India always acted as per the law that they can use the harbor network for 
VISHWAKARMA AWARD 2013and rules of the state and the country and export purpose to countries which include the 

would also continue to do so in future. Construction Industry Development Maldives and the Myanmar.
The company also envisaged to take up Council (CIDC) has awarded its 
several periphery development and prestigious CIDC Vishwakarma Award RINL INKS MOU WITH MINISTRY 
corporate social responsibility activities in 2013 to INSDAG under the category of OF STEEL FOR 2013-14                  and around the project area. “Construction Education” for the second Mr DRS Chaudhary, Secretary Ministry of 

consecutive year. The award has been Steel Govt of India and Mr AP Choudhary, INDIA NOT MY TOP PRIORITY FOR 
presented on March 07, 2013 at India CMD, RINL signed the MOU for 2013 to 14 INVESTMENT - MR LN MITTAL                   
Habitat Centre, New Delhi. It is indeed a financial year at Udyog Bhavan in New Delhi.Unhappy over the delay in getting clearances for 
testimony of recognition of relentless The MOU envisages a growth of 24% in his projects, the world's largest steelmaker Mr 
efforts on the part of INSDAG to create production, 19% in sales and 30% gross margin LN Mittal said that India was not his top priority 
awareness and impart training to students, over the likely achievement during 2012 to 13.for investment. Speaking to newspersons on the 
faculties, professionals and end-users on The focus in 2013 to 14 would be on enhancing sidelines of the convocation of the Indian 
various uses and application of steel.the production from the new units. The new Blast Institute of Management, Ahmedabad where he 
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YKK AP TO BUY UNIT OF INDIAN gas per day up from around 60,000 scmd Mr Umesh Chowdhary vice chairman & 
A L U M I N U M  PA RT S  M A K E R   cu rre nt ly .        Managing Director of TWL said that “After 
YKK AP Inc., a major Japanese producer So far 135 wells have been drilled at Raniganj the restart of operations in July 2010 under 
of aluminium housing sashes, will buy the of which 57 are in production. The drilling TWL's aegis, TWAFR has got orders worth 

programme will now be accelerated.manufacturing unit of Indian Bhoruka E U R  1 5 0  m i l l i o n . ”
The phase III approval was granted by the The hopper wagons order is the fourth such Aluminium  for INR 1.1 billion, the Nikkei 
Government of India's Ministry of deal since its development in early 2011 and reported. 
Environment and Forests. marks the acceptability of TWAFR's design The unit, which makes aluminum 
Raniganj in which Essar Oil has a 100% skill.components for construction materials and 

2interest is a 500 km  block with total proven He said that “From the beginning we have railway cars, posted sales of  INR1.15 
and probable reserves independently billion in fiscal 2011. Its factory, in the concentrated on creating a niche for ourselves 
evaluated by consultants Netherland, Sewell southern Indian city of Mysore, can turn in the European market by offering superior 
and Associates Inc of 113 billion cubic feet out 15,000 metric tons of aluminium parts design, high quality products and timely 

annually. gross or 18.8 million barrels of oil equivalent. delivery. What was essential for AFR was to 
There are also best estimate contingent regain creditability in the market.”

NMDC TO SPEND INR 30 resources of 445 billion cubic feet gross or TWAFR owns a number of patents for both 
BILLION IN 2013-14 ON 74.1 mmboe and 297 billion cubic feet gross wagons and bogies. The company has 

or 49 mmboe of current best estimate developed a range of multi-application NAGARNAR STEEL PLANT              
prospective resources. wagons that include poly articulated wagons. Iron ore producer NMDC will spend around 
Mr Naresh Nayyar chief executive of Essar TWAFR has also designed road to rail INR 30 billion in the current fiscal on its 
Energy said that “The final phase III maiden steel venture at Chhattisgarh's wagons on which trucks can be loaded. The 
environmental approval for Raniganj is an Nagarnar, which has planned capacity of 3 TWAFR unit is located on an area of 42 acres 
exciting milestone and is the key to us Mt. According to Budget documents, the at Douai in northern France with a yearly 
reaching peak production. We expect to grow iron ore producer has kept capital capacity of 2,000 wagons.

expenditure target of INR 40.84 billionfor the coal bed methane business significantly in 
2013-14. Of this, nearly 75% will be spent the coming years as we utilise the learnings MECL SIGNS MOU WITH MINES 
on the Chhattisgarh steel plant. from Raniganj to develop our other four MINISTRY FOR DRILLING  
NMDC's Director ( Finance) Mr S blocks.” Mineral Exploration Corporation Ltd signed 
Thiagarajan said that "We have placed The company is awaiting a government a memorandum of understanding with the 
orders over INR 120 billion and all the decision on an appropriate commercial sales Mines Ministry for carrying 325,000 metre 
contractors are working. The plant will be price for Raniganj but in the meantime will exploratory drilling in 2013 to 14.
commissioned on time in mid-2015.” continue to sell gas from the block at the An official statement said that “Continuing 
NMDC is funding the entire investment for a p p r o v e d  t e s t  s a l e s  p r i c e . with the improvement in physical and 
the project, estimated at INR 155.25 billion, Essar has already contracted gas sales from financial performance of the company the 
through internal resources. The plant will Raniganj to local industrial customers. The Mineral Exploration Corporation Limited 
initially produce HR coils and the company majority of the gas sold from the project is has committed to carrying out 325,000 metre 
will have a separate marketing division for being sold to a new fertiliser plant being built of exploratory drilling and 9,150 metre of 
selling the steel products. approximately 30 km from the Raniganj mining work.”
The plant will get iron ore from company's field. The statement said that “The physical and 
existing mines at nearby Bailadila while the Of Essar's  oil and gas blocks  are CBM financial parameters have been increased 
coking coal is planned to be imported. blocks with more than 10 trillion cubic feet 10% from the previous year i.e 2012 to 13 
Besides, it also has plans to set up a 500 MW of reserves and resources. This includes the during which it is likely to achieve all time 
power plant to meet the electricity large Rajmahal gas field in Jharkand high gross revenue and physical targets 
requirements of the steel plant. province which has around 4.7 trillion cubic d u r i n g  t h e  l a s t  2 2  y e a r s . ”

feet of best estimate prospective resources MECL has also proposed an ambitious R&D ESSAR RECEIVES PHASE III 
located 150 km from Raniganj. Overall Programme for Mapping of Base Metal ENVIRONMENTAL CLEARANCE 
these assets make Essar the leading CBM deposit through Geo physical survey and FOR RANIGANJ GAS FIELD           
player in India. drilling fluid technology.Essar Oil Ltd announced that it has been 

Apart from this MECL will also carry out granted phase III environmental clearance for 
TITAGARH WAGONS SUBSIDIARY energy management, carbon management its coal bed methane gas field at Raniganj, 
WINS EUR 39 MILLION ORDER and material and natural resource West Bengal allowing it to increase drilling to 
FROM FRENCH RAILWAYS               650 wells. m a n a g e m e n t  u n d e r  s u s t a i n a b l e  
Titagarh Wagons AFR SA the French This environmental clearance allows the full d e v e l o p m e n t  p r o g r a m m e .
subsidiary of Titagarh Wagons Ltd has field development of the Raniganj block, In addition it has also agreed to continue 
bagged an order from French Railways for excluding forest area and will enable Essar corporate social responsibility in the 
400 hopper cereal wagons worth EUR 39 Oil to increase production to the targeted level areas nearby its projects.
million.of around 3 million standard cubic metres of 
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Hotel Okura, Amsterdam, NetherlandsLocation: The company will set up 300 MW 
(2X150 MW) of power plants each across 

MAGMIN 2013
five African nations. These include Senegal, U R B A N  I N F R A S T R U C T U R E  13 May 2013 - 15 May 2013
Mozambique and Liberia, among others.DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION IS Thon Hotel Opera, Oslo, Norway
Current Status: Works on the projects are PLANNING TO CONSTRUCT AN 

MONGOLIAN METALS AND MINERALS likely to start by April 2013.INTERSTATE BUS TERMINUS.
CONGRESSStatus: Planning Stage VISA STEEL PLANS TO SET UP 14 May 2013

Promoter: Bihar Urban Infrastructure Ulaanbaatar, MongoliaSTEEL PLANT AND CAPTIVE 
Development Corporation POWER PLANT AT RAIGARH

IRON ORE AND STEEL TRADING AND Project :  Inters ta te  bus  terminus Status: Planning Stage
RISK MANAGEMENT TRAINING Location: Patna - Gaya Road, dist. Patna, Bihar Promoter: VISA Steel Limited COURSE ASIACurrent Status: As of February 2013, the Project: Greenfield Integrated Steel Plant 29 May 2013 - 31 May 2013project is in planning stage. The project and Captive Power Plant Singaporewould be developed on a greenfield site of Capacity: 2.5 Mtpa, 559 MW

25 acre. Tender has been invited from 8 T H  A S I A N  S TA I N L E S S  S T E E L Location: Raigarh, Chhattisgarh  
consultants for carrying out feasibility CONFERENCECurrent Status: The production facilities 

04 June 2013 - 05 June 2013study and preparation of Detailed Project include Iron Ore Pellet Plant, Coal 
Crowne Plaza, E-da World, Kaohsiung, TaiwanReport (DPR) for the project. Document Washeries, Sponge Iron Plants, Power 

sale starts on 18th February, 2013 and ends Plants, Coke Oven Plants, Sinter Plants, 19TH INTERNATIONAL IRON ORE 
on 18th March, 2013. The last date for SYMPOSIUMBlast Furnaces, Steel Melt Shop and 
submission of bids is 18th March, 2013. 09 June 2013 - 11 June 2013Rebar / Wire Rod Mill / Section Mill.

Hotel Leonardo Royal, Munich, GermanyJSPL PLANS TO START 2 MTPA UNIT 
BY APRIL 3RD SOUTH EAST ASIAN INDUSTRIAL 
Status: Planning Stage MINERALS CONFERENCE

13 June 2013 - 14 June 2013Promoter: Jindal Steel & Power (JSPL)
Jakarta, IndonesiaProject: Greenfield Steel Plant

Capacity: 2 Mtpa 2 N D  C O P P E R  R E C Y C L I N G  
Location: Angul, Odisha CONFERENCE
Current Status: The plant is part of the six 17 June 2013 - 19 June 2013
Mtpa integrated steel plant project being Radisson Blu Hotel, Dusseldorf, Germany
developed by the firm in the area. JSPL 

STEEL SUCCESS STRATEGIES XXVIIIplans to commission it by April 2013. Once 
17 June 2013 - 19 June 2013the plant is fully operational, it is expected to 
Sheraton New York Times Square Hotel, New 

absorb 9,580 persons including 920 people York, United States
in the managerial cadre, 220 technical 

8TH STEEL TUBE & PIPE CONFERENCEofficers, 3,750 skilled people and 4,690 in 
18 June 2013 - 19 June 2013semi-skilled and other categories.
Ramada Plaza, Milan, Italy

NMDC SEEKS EQUITY PARTNER 
12TH INT'L STAINLESS AND SPECIAL FOR THREE MNT STEEL PROJECT
STEEL SUMMITStatus: Planning Stage
03 September 2013 - 05 September 2013Promoter: NMDC
The Sheraton Park Lane, London, United 

Project: Steel Plant Kingdom
Capacity: 3 Mt

28TH INT'L ALUMINIUM CONFERENCELocation: Nagarnar, Chhattisgarh
17 September 2013 - 19 September 2013Current Status: NMDC, which planned the 
InterContinental, Geneva, Switzerlandproject around five years ago, floated 

global tenders to seek the 50 per cent JV MINOR METALS CONFERENCE USA
partner to begin work on the project.The 19 September 2013 - 20 September 2013WORLD DRI & PELLET CONGRESS 2013
equity partner, preferably a foreign steel Las Vegas, NV, USA29 April 2013 - 30 April 2013
making entity, is also expected to supply Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

3RD STEEL SCRAP CONFERENCEcoking coal for the project.
25 September 2013 - 26 September 2013T H E  I N T E R N AT I O N A L N I C K E L 
Movenpick Hotel, Istanbul, TurkeyJSPL PLANS GREENFIELD POWER CONFERENCE

29 April 2013 - 30 April 2013PLANTS OVERSEAS
29TH INTERNATIONAL FERRO-The Westin Prince, Toronto, CanadaStatus: Planning Stage ALLOYS CONFERENCE

Promoter: Jindal Steel and Power (JSPL) 10 November 2013 - 12 November 201317TH ANNUAL ZINC & ITS MARKETS 
Project: Greenfield Power Plants Hotel Rey Juan Carlos, Barcelona, SpainSEMINAR
Capacity: 1,500 MW 06 May 2013 - 08 May 2013

JINDAL SAW HAS PUT ON HOLD A 
B I L L E T S  M A N U FA C T U R I N G  
PROJECT IN GUJARAT.
S t a t u s :  D e l a y e d / P u t - o n - H o l d
Promoter: Jindal Saw Limited
Project: Billets manufacturing unit
Prodcut/ Capacity: Billets (250,000 TPA )
Location: Samaghogha, dist. Kutch, Gujarat.
Current Status: As of the March 2013 the 
project is on hold. The work on the project is 
expected to commence in November 2013.

BVM ENERGY & RESIDENCY IS 
PLANNING A SOLAR PV POWER 
PROJECT IN AP.
Status: Planning Stage
Promoter: B V M Energy & Residency 
Private Limited
Project: Solar PV power Project
Capacity: 10 MW
Location: Dist. Rangareddy, Andhra Pradesh
Current Status: As of February 2013, EPC 
contractor is yet to be appointed. The 
project is planned for completion in 7 
months from zero date.

UPCOMING EVENTS

UPCOMING PROJECTS



123 MT CRUDE STEEL PRODUCTION implements the above mentioned plans, order with SMS Meer, Germany, for the 
IN FEBRUARY 2013 nearly all kinds of steel and steel products will delivery of a 24-inch HF tube welding line. 

be in heavy demand for constructions of The line will be used to primarily produce up World crude steel production reported by 
railways, roads, airports, apartments and to 400,000Mt of line pipes. In addition to the World Steel Association (worldsteel) 
other larger buildings, including cold-rolled increased production capacity, the new line was 123 Mt in February 2013, an increase 
steel, hot-rolled steel, galvanized steel, pre- will enable CSI to expand its tube product of 1.2% compared to February 2012.
painted steel, steel plates, steel I-beams, range to 24 inches outside diameter, with 80 Compared to February 2012, China's crude 
columns, tubes, wires, fasteners, stainless foot lengths. CSI currently offers HF tubes steel production for February 2013 was 61.8 
steel, and so forth. In other words, Taiwanese with outside diameters up to 16 inches.Mt, up by 9.8%. Elsewhere in Asia, Japan 
suppliers along the entire supply chain and SMS Meer further developed the process and produced 8.3 Mt of crude steel in February 
downstream customers will share the market, systems technology for CSI. The line is 2013, down by -3.4%, India's production was 
especially those with manufacturing bases in designed to produce pipes at a rate of 35 6.2 Mt, a slight decrease by 0.5%, South 
China. m/min.Korea's crude steel production was 5.0 Mt in 
Among Taiwanese steelmakers, China Steel February 2013, a decrease of 8.5%. What's more, the plant will feature the SMS 
Corp. and its subsidiaries will be the biggest Meer inline and offline quick-change system In the EU, Germany produced 3.4 Mt of crude 
beneficiaries of the takeoff in the Chinese for the URD® stands. This solution offers up steel in February 2013, a decrease of 3.7% y-
steel market. to 30 % higher productivity than o-y. Italy's crude steel production was 2.1 Mt, 
China Steel, the largest steelmaker in Taiwan conventional changes using a shop crane. The down by 15.0% compared to February 2012. 
by revenue and output with 30% of its overall quick-change system is supported by the CSS France's crude steel production was 1.3 Mt, a 
exports to China and Hong Kong, says that Quick setting® system developed by SMS decrease of 0.8% on February 2012. 
China's booming market for steel will not Meer which ensures that product quality can The US produced 6.7 Mt of crude steel in 
only push up sales in the country, but also be reproduced and improved over the long February 2013, down by 11.8% on February 
enhance its competitiveness against Chinese term, thanks to a database-supported plant 2012.
steelmakers, primarily because Chinese setting.In February 2013, Brazil produced 2.6 Mt of 
counterparts will have to allocate more Another advantage is the travelling MF seam crude steel production, a decrease of -6.2% 
capacity to meet local demand, which, in turn, annealing system.compared to the same month last year.
will allow more room for Taiwanese During a line stop, areas of the pipe The crude steel capacity utilisation ratio in 
suppliers to win global export orders insufficiently annealed and hence not February 2013 rose to 80.5% from 76.7% in 
originally going to China. satisfying the quality demands can be January 2013. Compared to February 2012, it 
China Steel's subsidiary - China Steel reannealed, hence significantly increasing is 0.8 percentage point lower.
Structure Co., Ltd., with a plant in Kunshan in the yield of prime material compared with a Source: worldsteel
China's southeastern province of Jiangsu, conventional seam annealing system.
says that orders for steel structures will surely TAIWAN'S STEEL INDUSTRY TO SMS Meer's scope of supply includes the 
soar to drive up revenue and profits in the B E N E F I T  F R O M  C H I N A ' S  engineering, commissioning and customer 
short term as the Chinese government sets in URBANIZATION PLAN training. All components for the entire HF 
motion infrastructural development. tube welding line will also to be supplied With China moving to urbanize rural and 
Yieh Phui Enterprise Co. Ltd., and Sheng Yu from strip preparation to the forming section remote areas starting this year, the policy will 
Steel Co., Ltd., both large-sized suppliers of with stands in URD® design for higher likely trigger tremendous demand for steel to 
coated steel products with factory in Jiangsu precision up to the cooling section, sizing benefit Taiwanese steelmakers in the future.
and Guangdong, respectively, also predict section with URD® stands and travelling According to insiders, China has just kicked 
bright future riding on China's urbanization milling cut-off system.off its urbanization plan as part of its 
plans. On the new HF tube welding line, CSI will economic stimulus program, to involve up to 
Among fastener makers, Chun Yu Works & be able to produce tubes with diameters US$666.6 billion in investment. Based on 
Co., Ltd. is the most likely to achieve bigger from 8 5/8" (219.1 mm) to 24" (609.6 mm). steel making up a 20% share of construction 
sales gains when China kicks off construction Wall thicknesses range from 0.157" (4 mm) costs, the ambitious plan will generate 
of high-speed railways and other to 0.750" (19.1 mm), with pipe lengths from roughly business potential of US$128.7 
infrastructures, for the veteran Taiwanese 20 ft. (6 m) to 80 ft. (24.4 m).billion for steelmakers.
producer has built a complete product lineup The plant will be brought into service in 2014Taiwan's steelmakers interested in exploring 
and sound distribution network in the the lucrative Chinese market are blessed with 
country, backed by internationally certified more good news. China has started several THAILAND IMPOSES PROVISIONAL  
special fasteners for high-speed railways.infrastructural and public works projects and SAFEGUARD DUTY ON HOT 

still has more to be launched later, which call ROLLED FLAT PRODUCTS
for a budget of estimated US$32.1billion. So The World Trade Organization (WTO) has 
to say that China's steel market will be key to CSI ORDERS 24-INCH HF TUBE announced that Thailand has decided to 
reviving Taiwan's steelmakers' anemic WELDING LINE FROM SMS MEER impose a provisional safeguard duty 
performance last year is not an overstatement. regarding imports of hot rolled steel flat California Steel Industries (CSI), located in 
Market observers say that after China products with certain amounts of alloying Fontana, California, USA, has placed an 

Source: SEAISI
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elements such as boron and chromium. The Chinese steel makers are focusing more on 
duty entered into force on February 27 for producing steel products for use in 
200 days. vehicles and on developing steel-related 

industries. CISA secretary-general Zhang According to the WTO statement, the 
Changfu said recently that steel prices provisional duty will be 33.11%. 
were low due to sluggish economic However, certain developing countries 

including Taiwan, South Africa, Russia, growth. He predicted raw material costs 
Ukraine, Romania, Kazakhstan, Iran, would continue to be high, but 
Egypt and Turkey will be exempt from downstream demand for high-end steel 

CHINA'S STEELMAKING GIANTS the safeguard duty. products would grow slowly this year. 
SEEK NEW STRATEGIES AFTER Taiyuan Iron and Steel Group Co Ltd, the The products concerned are mainly imported 
HUGE SLUMP world's largest stainless steel producer by into Thailand from China, Japan and South 
Chinese steel makers are trying to Korea, with respective shares in 2012 of output, aims to increase exports by 52% to 
reinforce their dominant global position in 42.39%, 25.26% and 20.13%. 500,000 tonnes this year. The group is 
the industry after a year in which their expected to record total revenue of about The goods subject to investigation are 
profits dived and European tariffs on their US$20.9 billion with 3US$ 61.2 million in currently classified under Harmonized 
products and raw material prices rose profit, for 2012, and plans to gain revenue System 
sharply. Total profits of US$254 million of US$22.5 billion and a profit of Code Numbers 
recorded by China's steel giants last year US$80.5million this year. The company 7225.30.90.011,  7225.30.90.012,  
was down by 98.2% from 2011, the China has annual production capacity of 3Mt of 7225.30.90.013,  7225.30.90.014,  
Iron and Steel Association (CISA) says. stainless steel products. Tangshan Iron and 7225.30.90.021,  7225.30.90.022,  
The association's vice-chairman, Shen Steel Group Co, a subsidiary of China's 7225.30.90.023,  7225.30.90.024,  
Wenrong, says the industry was going largest steel maker, Hebei Iron and Steel 7225.30.90.090,  7225.40.90.011,  
through "the toughest period since it was Group, is also expanding its overseas 7225.40.90.012,  7225.40.90.013,  
founded in 1975?. Most steel companies in business. Tangsteel reported a profit of 7225.40.90.014,  7225.40.90.021,  
China reported decline in profits or losses US$41.8 million for the first 10 months of 7225.40.90.022,  7225.40.90.023,  
mainly due to falling demand and the rise last Although there will continue to be new 7225.40.90.024,  7225.40.90.090,  
in raw material costs. Anshan Iron and oppor tuni t ies  overseas ,  Chinese  7226.91.10.011,  7226.91.10.012,  
Steel Group Corporation, one of China's 7226.91.10.013,  7226.91.10.014,  manufacturers are facing another hurdle in 

7226.91.10.021,  7226.91.10.022,  top steel producers, reported a US$191.5 increased tariffs on their products.
7226.91.10.023,  7226.91.10.024,  million loss in the third quarter. In the Last month, 27 EU member countries 
7226.91.10.090,  7226.91.90.011,  corresponding period in 2011, the voted to support a European Commission 
7226.91.90.012,   7226.91.90.013, company had a net profit of 38.5 million. proposal to add duties to Chinese coated-
7226.91.90.014,    7226.91.90.021,       CISA says the major large and medium- steel products, because they were 
7226.91.90.022,      7226.91.90.023,      scale steel companies in China reported "receiving illegal government subsidies".
7226.91.90.024                     7226.91.90.090. total losses of US$889.8 million in the first It was the first time the EU had penalized 

three quarters, the worst since 2000. China for alleged government subsidies. 
China's steel industry now has problems The duties imposed will be as high as 
with overcapacity and a limited demand of 45.5%. A 12% tariff was imposed on 
crude-steel products as required by the Chinese coated fine paper two years ago.
country's continuing infrastructure Together with "dumping duties", the total 
construction, and there is a shortage of tariff on Chinese coated-steel products 
advanced products with high added-value. entering the European market stands at 
Also, because of rising iron ore prices in 58.3%
recent years, many Chinese steel China's steel companies therefore are 
companies decided to expand their looking to place more emphasis on quality 
business in mining operations overseas, rather than quantity, and are considering 
aiming to improve competitiveness and adjusting their products mix from low-end 
save on raw material costs. Kim Yong-min, to high-end, and developing business in 
president of Zhangjiagang Pohang multi-sectors, such as steel used in vehicle 
Stainless Steel Co Ltd – a joint venture set manufacturing.
up in 1999 by the Korean company CISA vice-chairman Shen is advocating to 
POSCO and Jiangsu Shagang Group, says construct of a steel logistics park in 
that the prevailing idea was whatever they Zhangjiagang, East China with the reason 
produced would sell because of the huge because he believes that Chinese steel 
domestic demand. But now the situation logistics is far behind of the fast growth 
has changed and the producers have taken China's economy and huge infrastructure 
measures to combat the bleak market. and property investment, China's steel 

1,681,073 units in the EU with a decrease of 
9.5% compared to the same period of 2012. In 
particular in the first two months of 2013, 
Germany (-9.6%) and Spain (-9.7%) saw 
similar decrease rates on y-o-y basis. France 
(-13.5%) and Italy (-17.3%) recorded double 
digit declines while demand improved in 
U.K. (+10.3%), all y-o-y.

Source: SEAISI

N E W  P A S S E N G E R  C A R  
REGISTRATIONS UP IN UK BY 10.3% 
IN JANUARY-FEBRUARY 2013. 
The latest figures released by the European 
Automobile Manufacturers Association 
(ACEA) show that EU new car registrations 
continued downward trend commenced in 
October 2011, falling to its lower level for the 
month of February with 795,482 units, down 
10.1% compared to January this year and 
down 19.5% y-o-y.
In this February, U. K. was the only major 
market in the EU to see increased passenger 
car demand compared to the same month of 
2012, with a rise of 7.9%, while passenger car 
demand decreased 9.8% in Spain, 10.5% in 
Germany 12.1% in France and 17.4% in Italy, 
all on y-o-y basis.
Meanwhile, in the January-February period 
this year, new car registrations totaled 
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industry has grown rapidly. their crude steel production in 2012 global recovery has boosted demand for rice, 
Compared with other countries, such as amounted to 44 Mt and they have shut down 3 seafood and electrical appliances, according to 

Mt of capacity at the end of last year in Germany, logistics costs in China are the commerce permanent secretary.
Shanghai base.about US$64.4 higher per tonne and are a Japan's weak yen policy also helps exports, 

huge burden on domestic steelmakers. Besides, they decided to control steel capacity particularly for Japanese automotive products 
Zhang Li, general manager of Jiulong in Shanghai within 16 Mt via closing down 3 that are manufactured in Thailand.  The 
Steel Logistics, who is also responsible for Mt more capacity. And after acquisition, the secretary said that a growth target of 8-9% this 
developing the park, says the US$4.8 capacity in Shanghai would decrease 10-15 year to $247-250 billion is achievable.

Mt.billion project will be built in two main Source: SEAISI
stages. More importantly, their 60 Mt capacity target 
Begun early last year and due to be was delayed to 3 years after 2015, previous 
completed by 2015, the first stage of the time limit, as their first priority is to improve 
park focuses on building the logistics technical capability and mainly producing 
services facilities for steel products, high value-added steel plates, etc.
including centers responsible for 
inventory, cutting, pre-processing and T H A I  E X P O RT S  S U R G E  O N  
distribution. INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY
Work is expected to start this year on the Thai exports surged 16.1% in January from 
second stage, which is mainly for raw the same month last year as a global recovery 
materials, and be completed by 2017. boosted demand.
Companies in the park are expected to Overseas sales rose for a fifth straight month 
reach sales of US$64.4 billion within five in January to reach US$18.3 billion after 
to eight years, Shen says. climbing to a 13.5% gain in December. 

January's exports rose in all product 
segments, with the agricultural and agro- 
industrial sector increasing by 7.2% to $3.18 
billion, mainly for rice, tapioca products, 
frozen, canned and processed seafood, 
shrimp, fruit and vegetables, and frozen and 
processed chicken. Shipments in the 
industrial sector rose by 20.9% to $11.5 
billion due largely to the electronics, 
electrical appliances, automobiles and auto 
parts, plastics and plastic pellets, textiles, 
construction materials, rubber products, 
paper and packaging, leatherwear and 
furniture segments.
Imports totaled $23.8 billion in the period, up 
by 40.9% year-on-year, resulting in a trade 
deficit of $5.48 billion, the widest gap since 
1991.
The surge in last month's imports was 
attributed mainly to capital goods, 
particularly gold, fuel oil, advanced 
technology and machinery, and aircraft 
purchases by national carrier Thai Airways 
International Plc (THAI) to capitalize on the 
currency appreciation.
Thailand's gold imports in January amounted 
to $2.7 billion, the highest since September 
2011, while the three jets cost THAI $660 Source: worldsteel
million. If the gold and planes were excluded, 
the trade deficit would only be $2.11 billion V I E T N A M  L O S I N G  O U T TO  
last month. N E I G H B O R S  I N  F O R E I G N  

BAOSTEEL DELAYING 60 MT INVESTMENTExport activities have returned to normal as 
CAPACITY TARGET FOR 3 YEARS factories stepped up their output after The recent indifference among foreign 
Mr He Wenbo GM of BaoSteel expressed that recovering from the floods of 2011, while a investors to Vietnam is often attributed to 

WORLD STEEL ASSOCIATION 
WELCOMES THE PUBLICATION OF 
NEW ISO STANDARD
The World Steel Association (worldsteel) 
welcomes the publication of an ISO 
standard that defines a calculation method 
of carbon dioxide emission intensity from 
iron and steel production. The standard is 
based on the CO  data collection 2

methodology that has been used for the past 
five years in the steel industry.
Launched in 2007, worldsteel's CO  data 2

collection aims to provide steel producers with 
Source: SEAISI a reliable benchmark for their CO  emissions. 2

The number of participating organisations has G E R M A N  M E TA L P R O D U C T 
steadily increased since the launch, from 38 IMPORTS FROM CHINA WORTH US$ 
companies in 2007 to 51 in 2011, representing 4.27 BILLION IN 2012
more than 200 steel plants worldwide. Of these, In 2012, German exports to China increased 
33 steel organisations have reported their CO  2by 2.7% compared to the previous year to 
emissions data using the methodology for five US$79.6 billion, while imports from China 
consecutive years as part of worldsteel's were down 2.8% y-o-y to US$100.04 billion. 
Climate Action programme.As reported by the Federal Statistical Office 
Edwin Basson, Director General of worldsteel, (Destatis), on the basis of provisional results, 
said: “We are very pleased with the published the balance of trade deficit of German foreign 
standard as it confirms the validity and trade with China decreased by 27.1% 
relevance of our methodology. This globally compared to US$13.85 billion.
developed and supported standard will drive In the ranking of German's foreign trading 
the continued uptake of this methodology by partners export to China ranked fifth in 2012 
the industry. Steel is essential to the modern with a share of 6.1% of total German exports. 
world and the use of steel is critical in enabling China ranked second in 2012 among 
man to move towards a sustainable future. As Germany's imports.
steel plants actively monitor CO emissions, 2 He biggest shares of Germany's exports to 
focus is sharpened onto those activities that China in 2012 were accounted for by vehicles 
ensure the role of steel in a sustainable modern and motor vehicle parts worth US$25.3 
society.billion (29% of total exports) and machinery 
The standard is available for two categories of with a value of US$21.88 billion (25.3%). 
steel-making processes; Part 1 (ISO 14404-1) Meanwhile, imports source from China were 
for steel plants with blast furnaces and Part 2 mainly computer equipments, electrical and 
(ISO 14404-2) for steel plants with electric arc optical products with a total value of US$ 
furnaces. 35.6 billion (35.6% of imports). Germany's 

metal product imports from China in 2012 
totaled US$4.27 billion in 2012, constituting 
4.3% of total imports from China.
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the global economic slowdown, but the projects have not met the requirements of with 17% VAT in Shanghai 
real reason is that the nation has not investors. -   Commercial-grade HRC (4.5-12mm) 
prepared for the fierce competition from Investors in the tech sector have different in Shanghai traded at 3,930-3,960 
neighboring countries. yuan ($626-631) per  tonne during needs from those in sectors like textiles 

the day, down 40-60 yuan per tonne In the first two months FDI was worth a and footwear.
from Monday mere US$630 million, down by more than Most are from developed economies like 

half year-on-year, according to the Foreign Longthe US, EU, and other members of the 
Investment Agency. Organization for Economic Cooperation -  Beijing spot prices for 18-25mm 
There were no big-ticket projects, with the and Development, who have stricter diameter HRB400 rebar sourced from 
biggest being a $98-million health- requirements with regard to legal Hebei Iron & Steel (Hegang) dropped 

Yuan 30/metric ton ($5/mt) on the day equipment production plant by a Japanese transparency and safeguarding intellectual 
and Yuan 80/mt so far this week to investor in Dong Nai province. property rights.
about Yuan 3,570-3,580/mt ($574-According to country's economist, while The requirements of hi-tech investors, 
576/mt) with 17% VAT on March 14 the government has tried to improve the have not met, especially the big ones. The 

-  In Beijing, grade III rebar traded at investment environment by ensuring government should reconsider the current 
3,570-3,630 yuan ($569-578) per economic stability, curbing inflation, and policies to meet these requirements.
tonne, down 20 yuan per tonne from restructuring the banking system, the Vietnam has the advantage of low labor 
Monday efforts are not enough amid increasingly costs, which would be quickly eliminated 

Steel Prices in other countries fierce competition from regional due to wage increases and increasing 
countries. Scrapdemand for skilled workers.
Since Vietnam has not carried out reforms, -  Average prices of Japanese H2 scrap  It would be difficult for Vietnam to attract 
investors do not see new investment in Kanto, Central and Kansai region FDI if labor quality does not improve; 
opportunities; in addition, corruption has were at￥ 32,625/ton in the second many foreign projects already find it hard 
assumed serious proportions. week of March, remaining flat from a to find the skilled employees they need.

week ago.Nguyen Duc Thanh, director of the Vietnam's closer cooperation with Japan, 
SemisEconomy and Policy Research Center at the US, and Russia would also facilitate 

the Hanoi National  Universi ty 's  -  Billet import prices dipped by $10/ FDI inflows from these countries. But it 
Economics University, said foreign metric ton in Southeast Asia. Billet should deal strongly with problems 
investors are interested more in Indonesia, cargoes ex-Black Sea are being hindering foreign investors.
Thailand, Myanmar, and some other o? ered at $565/mt CFR SE Asia, But to do this, Vietnam would need to 
ASEAN member countries. down from bookings at $575/mt CFR improve its business environment, most 

Indonesia in late-February  “This is a challenge to Vietnam, especially notably reducing red tape and creating 
in the context that macroeconomic clearer laws on how to resolve insolvency. -    Japanese billet was o?ered at $580/mt 
instability in the past few years has Without that, firms were entering Vietnam CFR Indonesia, down from $570-
affected its business environment.” only to take advantage of the wage costs 590/mt CFR in second-half February 
Many Japanese firms -- the biggest rather than to take advantage of the Bar
investors in Vietnam -- like Toyota and dynamic domestic market. -  Gerdau Long Steel North America 
Mitsubishi are expanding investment in This showed in the contraction of followed the price move, announcing in 
Indonesia, Myanmar, and Malaysia, but registered FDI with the exception of Japan a letter to customers its own net $25-per-
not in Vietnam. as investors had other attractive markets ton rebar price increase, and other mills 
Another obstacle that could discourage such as Indonesia and Thailand. were expected to follow suit 
foreign investors is the low rate of FDI As such, for Vietnam to realize its -   Locally-traded European rebar prices are 
disbursement. Investment in many billion- ambitions, reforms needed to be carried at €480-505 ($625-658) per tonne 
dollar projects has yet to actually come in out to not only eliminate the bad debt but delivered for March production, down 
due to obstacles in acquiring and clearing also improve the efficiency of the €10-25 per tonne on last week's €505-515 
sites. economy. HRC/P
The case of Indian conglomerate Tata Steel The Foreign Investment Agency said    -   Indian domestic market for IS 2062 grade 
Ltd is an example. It first signed an Vietnam hopes to attract FDI worth $13-14 A/B structural HRC, 3mm thick and 
agreement with Vietnam Steel Corp. in billion this year. above presently  average Rupees 34,000-
May 2007 to build a $5 billion plant with a 34,500/mt ($625-635/mt) ex-works 
capacity of 4.5 Mt in Ha Tinh Province.  -   Chinese-origin 3mm-and-up SS400B 
But the project has been repeatedly HRC stood at $565-575/mt FOB China's Steel Pricesdelayed over land allocation while a site Thursday, equivalent to $605-615/mt 

Flatpreviously earmarked for Tata was handed CFR Mumbai, down nearly $50/mt over 
over to a competitor. -  Q235 5.5mm HRC prices down by the past month 

Yuan 60/mt to around Yuan 3,830-In fact, priority on labor-intensive projects 
3,860/metric ton ($616-  621/mt) is placed. The incentives for hi-tech 

STEEL PRICE REPORT OF ASIA AS 
OF MARCH 15, 2013

Source: SEAISI
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